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Abstract

Background: The purpose of the study is to explore the processes by which governmental and non-governmental organizations plan for collaboration in the event of a natural disaster, identifying the key features of effective formulations for emergency medical responses.

Methodology: Using Qualitative Description methodology, 6 key informant semi-structured interviews were conducted, exploring perspectives on collaboration, partnerships, and significant issues relevant to the disaster planning within international and local communities. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and data was coded and analyzed descriptively and interpretively in order to develop themes and categories useful for policy development and further research.

Findings: International humanitarian aid and domestic disaster response within the realm of health had similar issues complicating effective planning and responses despite contextual differences. Silos, public image, politics and bureaucracy serve as barriers to collaborative activities or can influence decision making and coordination. People and relationships and informal networks facilitated collaboration and problem solving on multiple levels. Recommendations for enhancing government and organizational communication, collaboration and planning were developed through analysis.

Discussion and Conclusion: Collaboration is crucial for effective disaster responses. Knowledge sharing and educational benefits for organizations and individuals can be
facilitated through networks or communities of practice, which may translate into improved health outcomes for communities affected by natural disaster.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Study Background

This study examines the challenges of disaster planning within health systems and processes of inter-organizational collaboration for effective emergency medical responses following a natural disaster. International disaster and emergency management organizations and individuals who provide health services in international disaster settings have valuable experience and knowledge about collaboration within this context. We hypothesized that lessons learned from successful international disaster responses may be applied to the Canadian domestic context, although the research in this area is limited. The focus of this project will pertain to natural disasters with health implications.

Following an introduction to the issue in the broadest sense, the scope of the problem will be highlighted within Canada, in order to show relevance for the study purpose. The literature will be explored, provide background for the study findings detailed in Chapter 3.

The Issue

The potential for natural disasters and resulting health emergencies in Canada has been realized, with past events such as Alberta flooding (2013), and most recently the Alberta wildfire (2016), and projected future events like a B.C coastal earthquake (CBC, 2017) demonstrating the need for effective disaster and emergency preparedness. A
Government of Alberta report on the 2013 Southern Alberta flood detailed the impact of the disaster on communities, and prioritizes plans to improve provincial and regional responses through training, workshops, and development of teams (Government of Alberta, 2014).

**Emergency Management in Canada**

The Government of Canada’s (2012) document *National Framework for Health Emergency Management Guideline for Program Development* serves as a guidance document for the understanding of emergency health services management, and provides a general focus for areas within disaster preparedness that may be of importance. Significant elements of preparedness are stated to be emergency planning, mutual aid agreements, resource inventories, warning procedures, training, exercises, and emergency communication systems (PHAC, 2017). As this is a study that explores the phenomena of inter-sectoral and inter-organizational collaboration in time of a health crisis (as in a natural disaster) on an international level, it is acknowledged that the organizational frameworks, policies and guidance documents that direct planning and response activities in the different contexts will likely vary.

Within Canada, Emergency Health Services is comprised of emergency medical services, and emergency public health. Together they “work with partners and stakeholders to deliver services to those in need” (PHAC, 2017). Partnerships exist between governmental and non-governmental organizations described in policy documents for a local, provincial/territorial or federal response. Despite the recognized capacities of NGOs by the federal government, the role of NGOs in a time of domestic
disaster tends to be limited to assistance with social services support, such as distribution of food, clothing, and assistance with family reunification. However, during unusual circumstances non-traditional services may be delivered, such as was seen with the isolation kit distribution during the SARS outbreak (PHAC 2017).

Emergency response is typically led by local government officials and/or the lead agency. When needs exceed the management capacity, requests for additional resources by a municipality fall first to the province, and then federally (from the province or territory), provided certain conditions are met (Emergency Management Act, 2007). Each province or territory develops their own emergency preparedness plan, with little oversight by the federal government. This system can be described as a decentralised system of knowledge, power and authority to local government, using a bottom-up approach to management, with no standardized or coordinated federal response currently in place. According to Kusumasari and colleagues (2010), a decentralized system that relies on municipal government may be described as disorganized. Dysfunction may be attributed to an approach which regards emergency management as a product rather than a daily process, and the requirement for people to make complex decisions in areas where they have limited expertise. These systems may be easily overloaded in an emergency due to leadership decision making in the context of incomplete or inaccurate information. Despite these identified weaknesses, Kusumasari and colleagues (2010) also recognize that local governments are best suited to identify vulnerable populations, and know the needs of the community and people in a system for which no likely alternative exists.
Scope of the Issue

The emergency management system in Canada has been described by Raikes & McBean (2016) as a “patchwork approach within the Provinces” (p. 14), which may limit the ability for adequate preparedness and an organized emergency response. Studies surveying the perceptions of provincial trauma centres (Gomez et al. 2011) and Canadian nurses (O'Sullivan et al, 2008) cite overall impressions of need for improvements in strategic planning. A recent scoping review by Khan and colleagues (2015) identified disparities in public health emergency practice knowledge and research, concluding that gaps exist in education, training and exercises, and collaboration among jurisdictions and across health sectors.

Throughout the world, during a natural disaster, governments often partner with or benefit from the services of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to meet the health needs of affected populations (Martin et al. 2016). Given the habitual collaboration of GOs and NGOs in times of crisis, improving coordination of medical and emergency response activities through implicit and explicit planning may reduce health impacts on affected populations during times of disaster and emergency.

The Government of Canada states in a policy directorate that “collaboration, communication and coordination are key components of effective partnerships” (2011). Martin and colleagues (2006) assert the lack of consensus on the precise meaning of collaboration within the literature around organizational partnerships in times of disaster, having multiple dimensions including length, degree of formality and objective of relationships. Communication and understanding are necessary ingredients of
collaboration. Coordination refers to cohesive and effective delivery of services through the use of policy instruments, using a variety of leadership structures that can occur at the organisational, functional or programme levels (WHO, 2017). Partnerships can be defined as intentional collaborative relationships with those who have a role in a response to a crisis (PHAC, 2017), and when organizations perceive a shared interdependence in order to manage an initiative through increased capabilities and resources (Kapucu, 2006).

**Potential Issue Resolution**

In order to solve the issue of ineffective or fragmented disaster planning, we are interested in exploring how key informants perceive and understand the key elements identified above to relate to their activities and roles within and across organizations. Although many recognize that education and training for disasters are priorities (WHO, 2012; UNISDR, 2015), it has been suggested that adequate disaster and emergency response may not require specialized knowledge or training by health care providers (Williams et al. 2008).

By enhancing a domestic response planning within the health system in a country that experiences disasters and complex emergencies infrequently, health care providers and health systems will be better prepared to respond when necessary. Effective disaster response may then be accomplished through strengthening health system policy development, based on partnerships and collaboration through knowledge sharing and bidirectional education.
Study Purpose

The purpose of this study is to explore key informant perceptions of the processes by which governmental and non-governmental organizations plan to and actualize collaboration in the event of a natural disaster in order to identify the key features of effective inter-organizational formulations for emergency medical responses.

This study asks, *What do key figures in the international disaster and emergency medicine community see as the essential elements of effective governmental and non-governmental planning for emergency medical response after a natural disaster?* The objective is to inform future disaster planning activities in Canada through knowledge sharing and successful collaboration with partners.

A diverse group of perspectives within organizations that contribute to the workings of health systems are desired, thus participants were recruited in order to represent various domains related to health care delivery, management and operations, logistics and communication, human resources, trainers, academics, policy makers and experts from various stakeholder groups (such as governmental and non-governmental humanitarian organizations). We wanted to learn the characteristics of successful health systems partnerships and collaboration from the experiences of participants within the context of a dynamic, complex event as in a natural disaster.

The objective of this qualitative research study is to inform strategic planning in health services delivery, preparedness, and organizational structure and partnerships for an effective disaster and emergency medicine response system, by learning from international disaster medical response expertise.
Context

The population of the study is the leaders of the international disaster and emergency management community (health systems), which includes those involved in activities for their country of origin or as part of international foreign aid or humanitarian response. The disaster and emergency management (health sector) professionals often also overlap with disaster medicine clinically – those in the community have experience responding to disasters and crisis situations around the world with medical teams. Although distributed globally, it is a relatively small community for those continuously connected to this field - members of this community often have shared experiences in responding to the same events and may be engaged in similar conversations in a global network that has an interest in advancing the collective understanding of disasters and emergency management and health. The study population is defined as knowledgeable and experienced professionals holding leadership positions, involved in planning, management and/ or policymaking for government, intergovernmental organizations or non-governmental organizations in various high income countries.

The study setting is internationally based in order to capture the insights and lessons learned from experiences across time and space for informing policy development and future work in this field in Canada. The robust body of knowledge developed through international work, can be complimentary to domestic planning, thus the global setting. Methods for recruiting participants and collecting data will be further described in Chapter 2.
Literature Review

Disaster and Emergency Management – Health

Throughout the literature, disaster and emergency management is a broad and muddy domain that encompasses many different terminologies, processes, frameworks and structures.

It can be defined as the “body of policy and administrative decisions, the operational activities, the actors and technologies that pertain to the various stages of a disaster at all levels” (Lettieri et al. 2009; p117). Phases such as preparedness, response, recovery, mitigation are described as commonly used elements of a model for emergency management (Kapucu, 2008) and utilized for many years to describe the temporal stage of the event. While seemingly much attention is paid to defining phases, models and frameworks, Hogan & Burstein (2007) assert that any divisions are artificial and are merged in reality rather than divided by constructed boundaries. The varied terminology in the literature points to continued debate and negotiation amongst researchers in this body of knowledge. As a result, the wide-ranging language and lack of agreement on precise terms and definitions (Al-Madhari & Keller 1997 in Hogan & Burstein, 2007) pose a challenge for navigating a comprehensive search for the publications on the subject. In any case, disasters are “low probability, high impact events” (Kapucu, 2006; Hogan & Burstein, 2007) defined by the United Nations as “serious disruption in functioning of a community or society at any scale due to hazardous events interacting with conditions of exposure, vulnerability and capacity, leading to one or more of the
following: human, material, economic and environmental losses or impacts”. While this definition gives broad criteria for classification, disasters are more often accepted as a general sentiment that people “know a disaster when they see one” (Hogan & Burstein, 2007; p.2).

In this project, we focus on emergency response to natural disasters which have health implications. Disaster and emergency management is an extensive field that spans over many sectors with a sizeable mass of organizations involved across the event, with different levels of involvement and at different capacities (Bhandari et al. 2014) - this abundance and diversity of organizational features cause difficulty when looking for a ‘one size fits all’ approach (Bhandari et al. 2014). As this project focuses on the health sector, a review of the broader disaster and emergency management literature is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Leaning & Guha-Sapir (2013) assert that natural disasters can be defined by origins: biologic, geo-physical or climate related, with the latter showing increased growth in recent years. The immediate health needs are prioritized in natural disasters, however more contemporarily, there is greater emphasis in realizing and reducing long term health effects through the use of epidemiological methods (Hogan & Burstein, 2007; Leaning & Guha-Sapir, 2013).

I am particularly interested in understanding the Canadian system in understanding the structure and governance of disaster and emergency management or formal processes of the health system. As disasters happen with relative infrequency in Canada, it is necessary to look to other regions for published works in terms of lessons.
learned and insights into health systems within a disaster context. Although I have
specified natural disasters as the subject focus of the research question, I studied a variety
of disasters and emergencies when examining the literature, as often times the work being
done in a different area was complimentary despite contextual differences. More broadly,
“emergency”, “crisis” and “disaster” have often overlapped during appraisal of the
literature, sometimes a reflection of the discipline area.

According to Waugh & Streib (2006), across the United States emergency
management has been progressively integrated into conventional government functions,
though not uniformly. There is significant variability in governments and structures for
health systems, both within Canada and internationally. Over time, there has been a shift
from a separate study according to specific hazards to the more recent ‘all hazards’,
holistic or continuous process approach (Lettieri et al. 2009) According to a systematic
review conducted by Lettieri and colleagues (2009), most research in this area is
generated from the United States and Europe, which might reflect the preference of
publication or knowledge sharing for an international audience. They suggest that
although countries such as Japan and India pay particular attention to disaster
management as it is pertinent to their society, the knowledge generated from their
experience is not typically disseminated outside of their national boundaries.

A disaster is “a social phenomenon that results when a hazard intersects with a
vulnerable community in a way that exceeds or overwhelms the community's ability to
cope and may cause serious harm to the safety, health, welfare, property or environment
of people” (Government of Canada, Public Safety, 2018). The challenges characteristic of
a disaster, emergency or crisis situation involve high stakes, uncertainty, and urgency. In a disaster it follows by definition that the system is overwhelmed, making management complex.

**Governance**

In order to understand disaster management processes, it is important to comprehend the governmental context in which they are enacted. Governance is defined as possessing the ability and authority to monitor and coordinate activities (Bryson et al. 2006), which is relevant for planning, partnerships and collaboration. Simo and Bies (2007) assert that governance is necessary for maintaining goal directedness and effectiveness of cross sector collaboration, that might otherwise be compromised with continued inefficiencies (Babiak & Thibault, 2009).

According to a systematic review of health sector governance structures in 2013 by Sreeramareddy & Sathyanarayana, the global trend towards public policy reform is happening across high-income countries and low-and-middle income countries, which sees health system decentralization transform governance structures and processes in order to meet the United Nation’s development priority objectives. Transfer of authority in planning, management and decision making from the national to subnational level (regional, state, district/municipal level) known as decentralization is a dynamic process that is dependent on political context (Sreeramareddy & Sathyanarayana, 2013).
Organizational Partnerships

Across many domains, such as with disaster response or business, organizational partnerships are increasingly employed as a means to solve problems, acquire resources, reduce uncertainty and heed government pressures for greater accountability (Babiak & Thibault, 2009). Yet despite the attractiveness for some organizations to partner, partnerships are challenging, and not a panacea (Coulson in Babiak & Thibault, 2009; Simo & Bies, 2007; Kalkman & de Waard, 2017) that require balancing between achieving benefits and avoiding disadvantages. The literature points to a competitive–collaborative nature of all partnerships, that is especially prominent of partnerships within a given sector (Babiak & Thibault, 2009; Moshtari et al. 2016). Despite being more likely to be competitive, similar agencies are also more likely to collaborate (Simo & Bies, 2007). Partnerships are described as encompassing various forms joint ventures, sponsorships, collaborations, cooperation and alliances (Babiak & Thibault, 2009).

In a study by Babiak & Thibault (2009) of a Canadian multi-agency sport and multi-sector partnership that looked at the organizational structural and strategic challenges encountered from a variety of partner perspectives, finding that environmental constraints, communications, the diversity of participating organizational aims, dealing with perceived power imbalances, building trust and logistics were difficulties faced. Barriers to collaboration and partnerships were conflicting goals and missions between organizations, unsupportive policies and procedures, constrained resources, mistrust, inadequate managerial structures and processes and divergent organizational cultural
factors (Babiak & Thibault, 2009).

The challenging nature of partnerships is recognized by many authors studying organizations within a multitude of contexts such as business and economics, health care, public administration (Bryson et al. 2015), and of course disaster and emergency management and humanitarian aid (Stephenson, 2005; Comfort & Kapucu, 2006; Simo & Bies, 2007; Coles et al. 2018).

Non-governmental Organizations and Competition

The number of humanitarian aid and non-governmental organizations providing emergency health services delivery following a natural disaster has increased significantly in recent times, and the response to large scale disasters may see hundreds of organizations converge, since no one agency can provide all the services needed (Nolte & Boenigk, 2011). Within the literature, competition between NGOs is often characterized as a negative aspect humanitarian aid - similar organizations vying for funding, territory and public image with negative outcomes linked the unwillingness of NGOs to work together, and duplication of services which leave gaps in service areas as NGOs may concentrate their efforts in certain areas of high visibility following a disaster (Subbarao et al. 2010; Stephenson, 2005). The most notable example of such competition was the international response to the 2010 Haiti earthquake - an unprecedented number of NGOs rushed to respond and establish relief operations in the country. This was perhaps illustrative of competition for resources through organizations looking for media visibility and thus increased donor funding; ownership of their projects at the nucleus of
the NGO aid (Stumpenhorst et al., 2011). Given that saving lives is the common goal of humanitarian relief, professionals are resistant to acknowledge that “competition informs and affects their work” (p. 304, Orgad, 2013).

Possible reasons of the competitive behaviour of NGOs or those who choose not to collaborate may view collaboration as a threat to organizational independence, loss of donor funding, and loss of human resources/volunteers (Gazley & Brudney, 2014), also restricting the success of the service delivery (Stumpenhorst, et al. 2011).

**Coordination**

The paradox of modern emergency management is such that fastidious organization and planning is required as well as the need for innovation, adaptation and improvisations as the plans rarely deal with events seamlessly (Waugh & Streib, 2006). Coordination is a system of synchronizing or arranging the activities of relevant stakeholders in order for achievement of a specific purpose (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2007), which may include coordinating information and communications, or actions (Loftin et al 2016). A problematic feature of the literature on coordination within the context of disasters is that related terms such as cooperation and collaboration are often used interchangeably (Jahre & Jenson, 2010; Martin et al. 2016). Stephenson (2005) stresses that coordination is comprised of multi-level, multi-layered relationships which demand policy instruments in order to be successful. In the world of humanitarian aid and providing health services in a disaster, effective coordination remains elusive (Stephenson, 2005; Parmar et al. 2007). Numerous examples of
Coordination difficulties exist in the literature, documented during particular disasters that required international humanitarian response such as 2010 Haiti earthquake (Leaning & Guha-Sapir, 2013), 2004 Asian tsunami (Zoraster, 2005; Jahre & Jenson, 2010) and domestic disasters that tested the emergency management systems as with Hurricane Katrina in the United States in 2005.

A review of coordination models employed in large scale international humanitarian crises found several models of coordination for health services delivery (the cluster approach, 4Ws, and the Sphere Project) with the UN’s Cluster approach being most often cited, however the authors called for research on the efficiency and effectiveness of these coordination models (Loftin et al. 2016). The Incident Command System (ICS) developed in the United States, is another model of coordination that has been used with success (Waugh and Streib, 2006).

Barriers to coordination can stem from organizational, jurisdictional and legal factors, Kapucu (2008) notes that coordination commences with developing relationships between people. Similarly, Adelaine and colleagues (2016) noting that personnel was the key success in collaborations for coordination of across hospital networks.

The Cluster Approach

United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN OCHA) established “clusters” in 2005 to coordinate roles and responsibilities and resources for particular areas in humanitarian aid. The Health Cluster is comprised of several global
partners, made up of NGOs, intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), UN agencies, authorities at the national and local level, academic and training institutions, and donors, with World Health Organization acting as the lead agency. The health cluster aims to increase central and local capacity, and provides leadership and an explicit coordination and collaboration mechanism for participating organizations (World Health Organization, 2017). The cluster is said to provide a forum or communication platform for NGOs involved in a response (Zoraster, 2005; Stumpenhorst et al, 2011), although Jahre & Jensen (2010) argue that many NGOs and professionals do not support this approach and are critical of the concept, citing their feeling of clusters being compartmentalized, time consuming and often lacking continuity through to recovery, and largely characterized by “bureaucratic complexity” (Leaning & Guha-Sapir, 2013). According to Zoraster (2010), the cluster system may be a good concept, but requires significant improvement in order to provide actual meaningful coordination. Another problem often realized in humanitarian aid is the short duration of assignments, high turnover or lack of continuity of personnel, and deficient knowledge of local systems by people with decision making authority, as was described by Zoraster (2005) with respect to the Asian tsunami in 2004. These factors have a limiting action on cooperation and participation in cluster activities. Although these issues are recognized as challenges in the cluster approach, the cluster is also said to work “reasonably well”, based on health care provider perception (Stumpenhorst, et al. 2011). Further research into the health outcomes for communities where relief is provided health cluster coordinated organizations is needed.
Cross-sector Collaboration

Throughout the literature, collaboration, cooperation and partnerships are used somewhat interchangeably or their meanings are closely related, which complicates the understanding of this very complex concept. The literature was reviewed regarding cross sector collaborations in the context of the general business and management literature, literature specific to disasters, and examined collaborations within the fields of international humanitarian aid or domestic emergency management. A small number of articles related specifically to collaborations within health systems and some literature related to cross sector collaborations in research and development, academia and business - studied in order to explore if insights could be applied or might be generalizable to the context of the research question.

Cross sector collaboration has been described by Bryson and colleagues (2006) as “the linking or sharing of information, resources, activities and capabilities by organizations in two or more sectors to achieve jointly an outcome that could not be achieved in one sector separately” (p44) According to their conceptualization, sectors encompass the divisions of business, non-profit, community, government, but can also be defined as public, non-profit and private (Eller, Gerber & Robinson, 2017), civil and military (Kalkman & de Waard, 2017)

In order to address increasingly complex problems, cross sector collaboration is generally seen as necessary and appealing (Bryson et al. 2006; Stephenson, 2005; Waugh & Streib, 2006; Simo & Bies, 2007; Gazley, 2010; Janssen et al. 2010; Moshtari & Goncalves, 2016; Eller et al, 2018) especially in recent times. Collaborations often arise
out of need (Bryson et al. 2006; Janssen et al. 2010) such as when specific capabilities are desired (Kalkman & de Waard, 2017), failure of one sector to attempt to solve the problem (Bryson et al. 2006; Coles et al. 2018), or a generally held view which assumes collaboration to be best and will lead to better outcomes (Stephenson, 2005; Bryson et al. 2006).

The understanding of the particulars of inter-organizational or cross-sectoral collaborations are complicated by the various levels or multidimensional nature (Gazley, 2017) that contribute to and become entangled when studying the concept such as interpersonal and inter-organizational levels, strategic and operational levels and the individual, team, institutional and network levels. Gazley (2017) points to several problematic features of the body of literature addressing inter-organizational collaborations - many studies lack generalizability to broader contexts, most studies are discipline-centric and do not consider work previously conducted by others outside of the particular discipline, or did not incorporate the recommendations made by Gray (1989) who called for research of collaborations in terms of evolution and adaptations over time. As this thesis study concentrates on planning and response, it is useful to approach the literature looking at both operational and strategic dimensions.

Often new cross sector collaborations in emergency management require a great deal of flexibility and significant changes from standard operating procedures, however the ability to form new collaborations can sometimes be limited by policy or practical resource constraints (Eller et al. 2018). Moshtari and Goncalves (2016) state that collaboration and competition may occur simultaneously, and a number of contextual,
inter- and inner-organizational factors present opportunities and challenges influencing these processes. Examining the ways in which collaboration occurs is expanding within the literature; Bryson and colleagues (2015) note the growth of studies investigating the mandated or voluntary inception of collaborations.

Studies of effective coordination in humanitarian relief networks point to the inherent competition built into the structure of the environment and underpinning operational relations between organizations, working against the ideal of a general receptiveness to cooperation within the network (Stephenson, 2005). Competition for limited resources, the need for publicity/media attention and to be first on the scene, the number of large agencies and the cost of participation over other activities can discourage the receptiveness to coordination (Stephenson 2005).

**Interprofessional Collaboration**

From the level of the organization, collaborations are “inherently interdisciplinary” (Bryson et al. 2015). In health service delivery, interprofessional collaboration is lauded as a means to “enable optimal health outcomes” (CIHC, 2010; p6) through communications and partnerships that value shared decision making, respect and trust. Although it is recognized in interprofessional care literature that collaboration is imperative, the sharing of power is generally based on experience and knowledge (Lingard et al. 2012). The defined areas of expert knowledge is a hallmark of professional autonomy and professional organizations (Diefenbach & Sillince, 2011).
Government – Non profit Partnerships

When examining collaborative relationships between governments and NGOS, it is important to note that size of organization (operating budget), hierarchal/political structure and past experiences may influence the willingness of a particular organization to collaborate (Gazley & Brudney, 2014; Nolte & Boenigk, 2011). Communication, common norms and trust are necessary ingredients for partnerships, both at the point of formation, and for continued efforts within the relationship (Kupucu, 2006; Nolte & Boenigk, 2011). For maintenance of these collaborative relationships, “work is required to nurture relationships and address logistical issues” (p. 407, Gazley & Brudney, 2014).

Within the context of uncertainty, complexity, and informational constraints, partnerships function to strengthen the effectiveness of the partners together, unable to accomplish goals individually. Governments benefit from the expertise of NGOs, access to groups, and resources (such as volunteers and medicines), while the NGOs may benefit from the strength of governments and allocation of resources through partnership (Gazley & Brudney, 2014).

It is helpful to look at the relationships of the people and organizations – often used interchangeably, partnerships can be at the organizational level or the individual level however the intention to collaborate is formalized and recognized. I would argue that this is the defining feature of a partnership. The other piece to the collaboration is the informal networks or the individuals within an organization, both at the leadership level and the mid-level.

A difficulty exists in the way in which collaboration is examined, and as Gazley
(2017) points out, “that the human beings who lead the organization control the decision making authority” (p. 1) – in other words: it’s people. Mutuality, shared decision making, trust, experience and respect for one another are key ingredients in the course of collaboration (Nolte & Boenigk, 2011).

The structure of the partnership is also of importance, and can be categorized according to three different formations: shared governance network whereby partners have equal status; network administrative organization network; and lead organization network which is most hierarchal, least flexible and described as more bureaucratic yet often more efficient (Nolte & Boenigk, 2011). Though the UN Health Cluster can be categorized as lead organization network structure, the cluster does not carry authority to govern, but rather coordinates based on the cooperation of participating NGOs.

Measuring the success of collaborations poses a challenge, and will likely vary depending on perspective (individual, organization, community, etc.), however timeliness and quality (described as appropriateness, effectiveness, acceptability and efficiency) of services were outcome measures in a study by Nolte & Boenigk (2011).

**Networks**

Due to the distributed nature of organizations and individuals involved in disaster response, it is helpful to understand the role of networks in collaboration.

Networks exist in almost all facets of nature (Strogatz, 2001). More recently, interest and research into complex systems and networks has erupted broadly (Strogatz, 2001) and across the physical and social sciences (Borgatti et al. 2009). Network
research is a “hot” area in the literature currently, featured across physical and social sciences (Borgatti et al. 2009). Networks differ from groups in that they do not have natural or clear boundaries, such that members of a network (often referred to as nodes) are not defined by boundaries that confer ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ status as with groups, but by ties (Borgatti and Halgin, 2011). These ties might be classified as ‘state’ ties (persist in an open ended fashion) or ‘event’ ties (time limited) which function as paths or channels for some type, such as knowledge or of flow of information between nodes (Borgatti and Halgin, 2011).

Network theory is concerned with the interacting mechanisms and processes (Borgatti and Halgin, 2011) it is imagined that individuals are embedded in “thick webs of social relationships and interactions” (Borgatti et al. 2009). Density of a network refers to the number of ties that link the individual actors together which impacts the behavior of actors across the network (Rowley, 1997). With increased density, there is an increase in norms and implicit coordination causes behavior across the network to become more similar, placing strong constraints on any one organization actions (Rowley, 1997).

It has become recognized in the business and management industry that while organizational success largely depends on capacity to share knowledge, historical efforts to expand organizational activities and collaboration through creation of databases and technology to support knowledge sharing have been less impactful than investing in collaborative activities (Abrams et al. 2003). Although consulting a source such as a database to gain relevant knowledge might be a potential solution to solve a problem, Abrams and colleagues (2003) suggest that friends and colleagues are more often turned
to for information needs and actually more useful. While this might not be aligned with evidence informed practices, it is common place in health care to look to those with expertise for answers. The emergent trend towards “communities of practice” may further this idea.

**Communities of Practice**

Communities of Practice may be helpful to understanding how knowledge can be shared, ideas to tackle problems can be generated, and learning can occur within the disaster and emergency medicine community.

Introduced in the 1990s, by Wenger & colleagues, the term community of practice (CoP) has become a trend in the business world, educational community, and most recently increasingly popular in health professions (Li et al., 2009). Described as a novel organizational form, CoPs are characterized by creativity and fluid nature of ideas, spontaneously and informally formed through self selection (Wenger & Snyder 2000). Members must have passion and commitment for the group and knowledge exchange facilitates problem solving, new strategic visions, learning and change (Wenger & Snyder, 2000). Communities of practice can be labelled as ‘knowledge banks’ and places of innovation development, and although similar to informal networks, they differ markedly from formal working groups and project teams. The “output knowledge” is intangible (Wenger & Snyder, 2000), thus making assessment of value of these organizations challenging. Within the business and management literature, CoP has come to be seen as a tool employed by management for creating a space for innovation (Swan
et al 2002; Li et al. 2009).

Another challenging dimension of understanding the concept of CoP is the evolutionary nature and lack of standardized operating definitions about the term, as well as consistency in the literature surrounding the concept (Li et al. 2009). However, tempting to look at these networks or communities focusing on health within the disaster and emergency management sector as ‘communities of practice’, these groups or organizations of people are sharing knowledge and expertise and learning within the informal organization (Li et al. 2009).

The Tacit Knowledge Problem

When referring to ‘the tacit knowledge problem’, the key dilemma is that the very definition of tacit knowledge is that which is unspoken. Rather than join those authors that have waded into the epistemological or ontological debate concerning tacit knowledge, I prefer to call attention to the specific issues 1) the lack of agreement in understanding within the literature 2) the incompleteness or vagueness of the term 3) questions of where does this tacit knowledge exist? 4) how is this knowledge communicated?

It is important to note that within this study there is no presumption to have discovered or accessed the tacit knowledge of the key informants, and by extension organizations, or that the tacit is made explicit, but rather tacit knowledge within the community of professionals helps and hinders collaboration.

To illustrate tacit knowledge, recall a most treasured family dish, perhaps a
traditional recipe passed on for generations. The special something which makes it so delicious that’s not easy to identify, is what I liken to tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is not just information, such as ingredients and steps in a recipe - information requires interpretation and processing to give meaning, or sense making (Busch, 2008).

The myriad of parallel terms and qualities (thoughts, ideas, perspectives, know-how, subconscious, intuition, expertise) do little to resolve the clarity of tacit knowledge. In business, tacit knowledge is that which exists in the organization that instills the competitive advantage, formed through the interplay of individual interactions, proximity to processes and environmental culture that exists at the organizational level (Busch, 2008). Kupers, (2005) in Busch (2008) stated tacit knowledge is extensively personified within individuals, however not exacted with any ease – it could be the expertise, unspoken rules, knowledge shared through narratives and conversations that shape behavior through a cyclical process within the organization. Busch (2008) acknowledges the role culture plays in influencing the development of organizational knowledge, contrasting a western philosophy of ‘need-to-know’ communication and involvement, with the Japanese attitude towards wide involvement of many people.

Polyani’s work on tacit knowledge in 1967 brought to light the facet of knowledge, previously unearthed. He describes tacit knowledge as the assumed, unsaid, unspoken, consistent with the literal definition of tacit as “not openly expressed or stated, but implied, understood inferred” (OED online, n.d.). In contrast to explicit knowledge – that is codified information that easily shared through peer reviewed publications, working papers, policy documents (Li et al. 2009) – tacit knowledge is that which is
contextual, the eyepiece or lens that allows the explicit knowledge to be transferred to the context in which it is used. In Duguid’s 2005 article titled *The art of knowing*, he describes tacit knowledge as that which is displayed or exemplified, not knowledge that is transmitted, and it is this tacit knowledge that lies within a community that molds the identity and trajectory of a practitioner or member of the community.

Eraut (2010) points to problems of incomplete description of the term, leading to varied understanding. Representation (the process of making explicit) and awareness further complicate the comprehension of tacit knowledge – he uses an example that an individual may become “socialized into the norms of an organization without an awareness of what the norms are” (Eraut, 2010). Within the literature, there are several camps that believe tacit knowledge can become explicit (Busch, 2008), dimensions are or may be explicit, or is excluded from being explicit.

**Summary**

Earlier, the study aim, scope and purpose was introduced, drawing on the literature of disaster management, governance, coordination, partnerships, networks and knowledge to help inform the research question: *What do key figures in the international disaster and emergency medicine community see as the essential elements of effective governmental and non-governmental planning for emergency medical response after a natural disaster?* Chapter 2 will describe in detail the chosen methodology and methods used to generate the study findings which are presented in Chapter 3: Results, followed by a discussion of the findings in Chapter 4: Results.
Chapter 2: Methodology and Methods

The purpose of the study is to explore key informant perceptions of the processes by which governmental and non-governmental organizations plan for collaboration in the event of a natural disaster, and identify the key features of effective inter-organizational formulations for emergency medical responses. The study asks, What do key figures in the international disaster and emergency medicine community see as the essential elements of effective governmental and non-governmental planning for emergency medical response after a natural disaster?

Following a detailed introduction to the chosen methodology used in the study, I will outline the theoretical and personal orientations to this research and provide descriptions of the particular methods and techniques used for data collection and analysis. Lastly, I will suggest some criteria by which the quality of this research should be judged, and remark on the strengths and limitations of this research study.

Overview

As a child, my most cherished books were those of J.R.R Tolkien – a wonderful story teller, the detailed account of surreptitious adventures transported me to the world constructed by his craft of language. On reflection of why I enjoyed his writings, I realize it was his descriptive narrative that defined my imaginative world. Description in any case, is meant to enhance understanding and clarity of the subject by providing sufficient detail in order to express “the essential nature of a thing or concept; a portrayal in words”
Qualitative relates to the nature, kind or properties (OED online, n.d.), so it follows that literally qualitative description (QD) is concerned with the essential characteristics of the concept, portrayed in words. A qualitative approach works well for this topic because the goal of this study is to explore inter-organizational planning and collaboration, allowing for enhanced understanding of in-depth issues, rather than to examine a larger quantity of surface views. Knowledge about inter-organizational planning and collaboration for emergency response is still emerging, and so an exploratory approach is appropriate to identify the relevant issues and factors.

**Qualitative Description Methodology**

This is a qualitative study using qualitative description methodology as described by Sandelowski (2000 & 2010). Neergaard et al (2009) describes the methodology as “founded in existing knowledge, thoughtful linkages to the work of others in the field and clinical experience of the research group” (p.2). Sandelowski (2010) states that “the value of qualitative description lies not only in the knowledge its use can produce, but also as a vehicle for presenting and treating research methods as living entities that resist simple classification” (p.83). The flexible nature of this research methodology is preferable for an exploratory study and most appropriate for compilation and synthesis of the relationships that can be found amongst isolated pockets of knowledge. Another strength of qualitative description is the absence of a prior theory attached to the data, thus ensuring analysis remains close to participants’ point of view (Neergaard et al. 2009). This is not to say theories and frameworks cannot be relied upon in a study using QD...
methodology, but that there is not the expectation to remain committed to a particular
type theory as the data is collected and analysed (Sandelowski, 2010).

Although qualitative description has been discussed in the literature as a category
of qualitative research that does not have particularly well laid out boundaries and
methods, and has been critiqued for its seeming simplicity (Neergaard et al. 2009),
Sandelowski (2010) attributes the confusion regarding qualitative description to the
heterogeneity of “within-method variation”. Sandelowski (2010) asserts that it is a
distinct methodology which is foundational to other qualitative research methods, the
outcome of which are “detailed and nuanced interpretive products” (p.78).

Notwithstanding the diversity of methods and the dynamic nature of this methodology,
qualitative description requires that methods are explicitly described and accepted
techniques for sampling, data collection and analysis are referenced and relied upon
(Sandelowski, 2010).

In terms of the scope and aim of this project, QD is the most relevant
methodology, selected for the fittingness of the final product to the question being asked -
Mills (2014) asserts that in qualitative research, the chosen methodology should be linked
to the outcome of the study. With qualitative description methodology, Sandelowski
(2010) affirms that findings of a study are closer to the authentic data, termed “data-near”
(p.78), and less transformed than more interpretive methodologies. This research is
intended for policy development and further research, the findings must be offered in a
usable format, in language accessible to policy-makers and those engaged in emergency
management planning.
While methodologies aimed at producing a theory such as grounded theory and phenomenology are more interpretivist and constructivist in their orientation (Vaismoradi et al. 2013; Giacomini, 2010), qualitative description does not aim to produce a theory. Epistemological viewpoints about the nature of the inquiry should be clearly articulated by any researcher (Vaismoradi et al. 2013). As this study is exploratory in nature, and the underlying epistemological assumption is that the data is more or less accurate truths or realities, an interpretivist oriented methodology would not be appropriate for this study as the product is not purely theoretical and the data is not determined by an overarching theoretical position.

Sandelowski (2010) considers QD to be less interpretive than phenomenological research. Another point to consider is that grounded theory, ethnography and phenomenology are consistent with a constructivist or an interpretivist stance – discussed further in the Positionality section below.

**Positionality**

Lincoln (2010) describes the importance of positionality, marking it as something essential for transparent qualitative research: “detachment and author objectivity are barriers to quality, not insurance of having achieved it”. On reflection of the ontological and epistemological frameworks of this research, it is necessary to define the different viewpoints, and the tension that exists between the conceptualizations of the phenomenon itself within this work and how I am attempting to study it.

Ontology is concerned with what exists or our beliefs about reality (Giacomini, 2012). This is sometimes expressed as understandings as to what constitutes a “fact” as
opposed to a “value”. Giacomini states that facts are defined as ‘what is’, while values are ‘what should be’. For this research, the perspectives, thoughts and ideas of the sample population are captured and presented in a way such that findings may be useable for a specific purpose. The data itself comprised of both facts and values, however even when data is considered fact – rather ‘what is’ – this is expressed through the language of the participant, and will be coloured by their own values when communicating ‘what is’. The expression of ‘facts’ are shaped, to a degree by the individual’s values.

Epistemology is the study of how things come to be known, or how the researcher can come to know the phenomenon, (Giacomini, 2012). Qualitative description as a methodology, falls into the pragmatic, middle ground of the epistemological positions. Pragmatist epistemology is based on the supposition that “phenomena do operate independently of our ideas…but we must apprehend these phenomena through our ideas” (Giacomini, 2012) and conclusions are presented in a useable, accessible and actionable scheme (Thorne, 2008 in Giacomini, 2012). My own philosophical orientation is more on the idealist spectrum towards what is known – that knowledge is constructed by people and social and cultural contexts influence the way concepts, things and knowledge is created. Due to this personal orientation, my understanding of the descriptive research described in this thesis is that it represents a compilation and comparison of others’ facts and values on the topic of inter-organizational collaboration and planning. I take a pragmatic stance to foreground the descriptive element of this work in order to produce findings which are relevant to policy and planning activities, rather than, for example, an interpretive analysis of the ways that participants organize this information into their own
schema of collaboration, or a phenomenological understanding of the participants’ “experience of being” (Giacomini 2012) a collaborator or ground actor.

The goal of this research is not to produce a theory, but a compilation of views for policy development and future research.

Within this philosophical orientation, my approach to the research and engagement with the participants and topic is also influenced by my personal experiences and perspectives. As a novice researcher, the methods and topic were new ground for me. My orientation to the research is based on personal interest out of recent experiences within the context of disaster response and planning as part of the response, but also being affected by disaster myself. Due to the feelings I had about government leadership, disaster planning and response, and the potential for my views to either make or miss connections in the data, reflexivity was a useful tool and will be discussed later in this chapter.

**Study Design**

This is an exploratory qualitative research study which used qualitative description methodology to conduct key informant interviews on the topic of collaborative practices between organizations in the context of disaster planning and response within the health sector. Key informants were those who have had significant experiences in area of disaster and emergency medicine, leadership within the field and made contributions to policy development. They were interviewed about their thoughts and opinions on collaboration, partnerships, and significant issues relevant to the planning within international and local communities.
Key Informants

According to Marshall (1996), the key informant is considered to be an expert source of information who performs key roles in the topic area of interest and can contribute useful, quality data that represent a range of views which they are exposed by virtue of their position within a community. Criteria concerning the ideal informant has been described by Tremblay in Marshall (1996) as those who have certain personal skills or occupy a certain position in society, are considered “natural observers” who possess a breadth of knowledge that they are willing to communicate to the researcher from various perspectives. Key informants can provide rich historical, political, professional overview of the issues relevant to the community and offer solutions to issues (Marshall, 1996), including what has been tried, worked and failed when confronting issues (Patton, 2018).

We chose to use a key informant sampling strategy in order to obtain high quality data from knowledgeable sources rather than sample a large number of participants with limited knowledge or experience. In qualitative inquiry, the expert interview is a common sampling strategy (Patton, 2018). Experts are those with in depth knowledge of the subject of study and if they are willing to share their knowledge with the researcher, termed key informants (Patton, 2018). These people are carefully selected and are considered experts in their particular field. For this study, the key informants had experiences that encompassed multiple events over various points in times, often synthesizing multiple sources of information into a single story. As the context of natural disaster planning is not well studied, the use of key informants could provide a richness of information that might not be captured with the use of an alternate sampling strategy.
While this strategy of selecting key informants is common practice, Wagner and colleagues (2010) and Patton (2018) caution that the credibility and usefulness of the data from key informant interviews depends upon the individual credibility of those selected. Some potential issues that may arise relates to the representativeness of the information shared – it is possible that the experts are not aware of all issues facing an organization due to their position in an organization, or could possibly inflate their own importance – thus impacting the data (Wagner et al. 2010). Issues of self censorship can also limit the depth of data if informants may not be willing to disclose sensitive information or may only present views that are acceptable socially, politically, and/or professionally (Marshall, 1996). Despite potential limitations, the key informant sampling strategy can offer a strength to exploration of collaborative practices in a disaster context - according to Homburg and team (2010), critical events are more easily recalled than routine events, thus even though participants may discuss events from many years ago, they may not be so far removed from memory. They also supported that key informants are useful for gathering data on organizations and the contribution of a greater volume of data will likely come from those occupying higher positions in organizational hierarchy (Homburg et al., 2010; Kumar et al, 1993). In a study about inter-organizational relationships using key informants, Kumar and colleagues (1993) found that this strategy presented challenges when multiple informants were used to collect data regarding particular relationships between firms as disagreement of perspectives increased with more key informants.
Recruitment and Sampling

Recruitment aims were to represent a group of participants with various backgrounds and professional involvement in international disaster response who might share their specialized knowledge. However, I had the opportunity to recruit high level key informants and poured my efforts into representing concentrated sources of information. As such, desired participants were invited based on their ability to contribute rich and detailed insights to the project, offering practical and conceptual knowledge based on their varied ‘insider’ experiences globally and having occupied leadership positions within various organizations.

Participants were located through publicly available information and professional networks. Publicly available sources include organizational websites that list names and contact information for people in specific positions. I had the opportunity to attend the World Association for Disaster and Emergency Medicine in Toronto during the early stages of this research – the conference materials were the primary source for locating potential participants at the beginning of the study. Our research team includes several people who are active in this community, and they circulated our recruitment notice through their professional networks and personal contacts.

All participants were adults. They were selected for their professional roles in relation to disaster medicine and emergency response management. For example, we were interested in speaking with people who acted in various roles within the domains of health care services delivery, human resources, emergency management, provincial operations, government relations, communications, external partnership management and
organization executive. Participants may or may not have a current professional role in this area. For example, they may be retired or have changed careers. If a participant self-identified as having expertise in this area, they were included in our study. For this research, it was important that these key informants be regarded as experts by their peers and by an active member of the community of interest on the research team, and were vetted prior to recruitment. Involvement in the conference also ensured that the participants had attachment to the community.

In contrast to purposive key informant sampling, another strategy might be availability or convenience sampling where sampling is based on ease or accessibility of participants, such as within a local organization or sending out the recruitment notice to all conference attendees. The sampling strategy can also be influenced by time and resources (Daniel, 2012), and selection of a strategy might consider these practical points as well as the research objective. As this project received no financial support, cost was a consideration in determining a practical and fitting sampling strategy. For example, travel, conference fees, interview costs for telephone interviews and technology to collect and store data and time factored into the decision for key informant interviews. Given the rather short period of time for the course of a masters’ thesis, it was mutually agreed by the research team to employ purposive sampling.

The inclusion criteria are broad, however several members of the research team were able to use their specialized knowledge of the population to ensure that sampling and recruitment efforts would select informants on the basis of the knowledge they could provide. Daniel (2015) states this is an advantage of purposeful sampling whereby
participants are selected for their fit within the inclusion and exclusion criteria;

**Inclusion Criteria** – Adults, self-identified experience in phases of disaster management (within health sector), leadership and high level roles in disaster & emergency medicine globally, current involvement in disaster & emergency medicine community or previous substantial experience

**Exclusion Criteria** – role outside health sector, absence of field or policy making experience, under 18 years of age, inability to conduct interview in English

We anticipated that most of the participants would have been attendees at the World Association of Disaster and Emergency Medicine World Congress in Toronto, Ontario. E-mails were circulated prior to the conference through professional networks, with many potential participants indicating their interest in the study, most requesting later contact during the conference to schedule an interview time in person. During the conference, scheduling conflicts and the plethora of activities made potential participants otherwise engaged, and unable to commit to a specific interview time during the dates. Many requested contact at a later date following the conference in order to schedule a telephone or Skype interview.

Our objective was to recruit participants until theoretical sufficiency was reached. Sufficiency means the point at which new data will fit into thematic categories established from previously analysed data (Varpio et al., 2017). From past experience, we anticipated that would have occurred between 15-30 participants. This was not possible due to scheduling conflicts, time zone differences, lack of response to requests, lack of availability due to the nature of their professional roles, and prolonged periods out of
contact while involved in humanitarian relief work. Furthermore, during the period of time available for data collection, several large scale disasters occurred throughout the world, which limited availability of key informants.

We did succeed in interviewing six high level key informants who all shared current professional roles in the health sector, all had roles in policy development, academia and research, and training. Five informants had clinical backgrounds. Participants had employment within branches of government, global organizations and humanitarian aid organizations. All participants had experience in international disaster response (health), and represented high income countries. A common feature of all participants was the multiple roles that they held professionally.

These participants were important players in a small global community of people involved in this type of work. During the interviews, it was common to hear participants talk about their response to the same events, overlapping experiences and issues, despite the seemingly diverse backgrounds and broad experiences. Many had experiences that spanned greater than a decade in many countries and in various capacities. Several also contributed to policy development at a global level.

**Recruitment Challenges and Efforts**

In an effort to recruit high level key informants, we used purposive sampling to approach attendees of the World Association of Disaster and Emergency Medicine conference. Using publically available conference presenter and attendance lists and social media, I generated a list of ideal participants who would represent different
perspectives that I would be interested in speaking with. The list was reviewed with a member of the research team, active in the community and knowledgeable about the potential key informants. Agreed upon names were sent recruitment notices through professional networks. A brief overview of the study was given and potential participants were invited to contact the student investigator by phone or email to learn more about the study. Individuals who expressed interest in participating in the study corresponded with me to arrange for an interview meeting time.

Many potential participants contacted prior to the conference (n=30) indicated their willingness to participate in person sometime during the week while in Canada for the conference. To complicate actual data collection, the robust conference program consisted of several different disciplinary tracks, not allowing much time for interviews. Conflicting obligations allowed for only 3 participants to schedule interviews during that week (2 in person, 1 by phone) prior to the conference, the majority of interested parties leaving the invitation open for me to find them during the week and have a ‘sit down’. Following the conference many individuals requested that I follow up with them weeks later or liaise with their assistant via email in order to schedule a time for a phone or Skype interview. I found this practically difficult due to time zone differences, lack of availability, cancellations, re-scheduling, vacations/holiday, and then apparent loss of interest. For example, one interview was re-scheduled 3 times over the course of 5 months before it was conducted.

The other common issue faced was lack of interest following the conference, one potential participant had agreed to an interview, left their respective organization, and
although agreeable for me to contact them again, it did not materialize into an interview. Other participants consented to participate, but did not respond to my attempts to contact.

I also reached out to several people not on the initial list, based on presentations I attended at the WADEM conference or contacts I made during the program. All of the people I contacted as the student researcher did not respond to my emails ($n=12$).

Concerns regarding the inadequacy of data collection, impacting sufficiency of code and thematic saturation, prompted a research ethics board amendment (approved April 10, 2018) in order to creatively attempt to solve the problem of participant recruitment. Although it followed that recruitment efforts could continue and in more encompassing ways, the decision had been made by myself and the research team that data collection would cease and continued efforts would only further delay the completion of the master’s thesis, and ultimately graduation.

Despite these challenges, the data obtained has provided rich and thick description, which resonates with the research team and audiences.

**Research Ethics**

Due to the relatively small nature of the disaster and emergency medicine community, ethical issues relating to confidentiality, privacy and protection of information were identified as crucial to research practices for this project. The potential exists for participants to be identified through direct quotes in the manuscript by the experiences they may discuss relating to a particular international response and their respective professional roles. Careful attention has been paid to removing potentially
identifying information from transcripts, and direct quotes are only used where protection of privacy can be assured. The research protocol was adhered to and highlights practices for storage of data, transcription and maintenance of confidentiality (see Appendix 2.A). Privacy is an important and primary reason for conducting single participant interviews rather than focus groups. This significant feature is explained to participants fully prior to conducting an interview, and copies of the study information sheet and consent are provided to potential participants to help inform their decision (see Appendix 2.B).

The study received ethical approval from the Hamilton Integrated Research Ethics Board on April 6, 2017 (see Appendix 2.C). An amendment was approved on April 10, 2018 (see Appendix 2.D).

The study is very low risk research comparatively speaking – there is no treatment or intervention involved, topics discussed are generally not regarded as sensitive or threatening to participants, so risk of harm is minimal, described generally as the possibility of feeling uncomfortable if an anecdote brings to surface emotional responses. Participation was completely voluntary and there was no incentive offered to participants that would present any issues of coercion to consent to participate in the research.

Key informants were all of a higher social and professional position than the student researcher, thus any imbalance in power was not in favour of the researcher, but rather of the participants, and power differentials potentially affecting autonomy of participants was not identified as an ethical issue.
**Data Collection**

I conducted semi-structured in-depth one-on-one interviews, which I audio recorded using a handheld voice recorder. All interviews were transcribed verbatim; however, to protect participant privacy, potentially identifying information was changed to ensure linking responses such as names of organizations, specific cities or roles were removed in order to ensure confidentiality of participants. If a name appeared on the transcript interview, it was removed and replaced with a non-identifying placeholder. Personal information was kept separate from the transcripts, and could only be linked through consents stored separately in a locked cabinet in the faculty supervisor’s private office at her workplace. The data was aggregated during analysis, and no individual person’s comments are identifiable.

Participants were given various options for interview modalities – such as in person, over telephone or Skype - according to participant preference. All interviews lasted 30 - 60 minutes in duration. Topics covered in interviews focused on specific personal experiences of participants in an international or domestic emergency medical response in terms of successes encountered, their insights and opinions on well-prepared collaborative systems, roles of governments and relationships with organizations providing health services, the role of clinicians and how they relate to effective health systems during disaster and complex emergencies. Interview questions were modified in order to capture the insider perspective of the participant, eliciting detailed information that could contribute to a rich understanding of the research question and further explore relevant topics, as they evolved with interview responses.
The interview guide for the initial interviews was developed in consultation with the research team and piloted with three key informants (see Appendix 2.E). The semi-structured guide consisted of 12 questions that were asked in the same order, however questions were omitted if previous responses made probes redundant. During these initial interviews ($n=3$), issues surrounding collaboration between governments and non-government organizations or inter-organizational collaboration became prominent topics, and the interview guide was amended to further explore these areas (see Appendix 2.F). Subsequent interviews ($n=3$) evoked thick descriptions of collaborative challenges and successes within the context of disaster and emergency response and planning.

Written informed consent was obtained from each participant. If consent was not obtained in person prior to the interview, the form was emailed to the participant for signature and returned to the student investigator. Before the phone or Skype interview, details of the study were discussed and opportunities were given for the participant to ask questions about the research from the student investigator. The participant confirmed understanding of the form and gave express consent to participate. Electronic consents were printed and original paper consent forms were returned to Dr. Meredith Vanstone’s office for secure storage as specified according to the research protocol.

I compiled field notes during interviews – primarily concerned with nuanced participant behaviours I observed, names of events or organizations that would require further investigation or my immediate impressions on the content or delivery of their responses - which were analyzed and assisted in the composition of memos. The field notes were often consulted for linking transcript data and memos during analysis.
The objective was to interview participants until theoretical sufficiency was reached, meaning any new data would fit into categories already identified through interviews (Varpio et al. 2017). Although the methodological texts addressing qualitative description are limited, calculating sample size required at the proposal stage was estimated based on the research team’s past experiences.

Given the contextual and individual nature of predicting a necessary sample size for a qualitative research project, estimates made for the purposes of planning and research ethics applications are only estimates. Data sufficiency is typically ascertained as the project progresses, with qualitative researchers using a variety of techniques and concepts to determine when data collection may cease (Guest et al., 2006; Bowen, 2008; O’Reilly & Parker, 2013; Fusch & Ness, 2015). The lack of authoritative guidance within the literature on determining saturation has been problematic as the concept saturation has been utilized as a general term indexing quality of qualitative studies (Bowen, 2008; O’Reilly & Parker, 2013). Despite these inconsistencies in pre-determining sample size and the absence of best practice guidelines on achieving saturation (Bowen, 2008), an estimate was required at the proposal stage (of 15-30). Although difficulty recruiting did not allow for the actual sample size to match the estimated sample size, there are other ways to think about sufficiency and saturation. However, given the requirement to estimate sample size for ethics applications and research proposals, Malterud and colleagues (2016) argue that when it comes to sampling and approximation – “an assessment should be stepwise revisited along the research process and not definitely decided in advance” (p. 1757).
Saturation is an increasingly controversial topic in qualitative research methodological circles. Investigations by Guest et al. (2006), Francis et al. (2010), and Hennink et al. (2017) sought to clarify and quantify the concept of saturation.

In these articles, all authors distinguished between saturation as a concept applicable to the level at which analysis is taking place; code saturation (Guest et al. 2006), construct saturation (Francis et al. 2010) and data saturation (Hennink et al. 2017) were similarly compared, while theoretical saturation (Guest et al. 2006), meaning saturation (Hennink et al. 2017) and study-wise saturation (Francis et al. 2010) were commonly referred more comparatively to the concept of ‘sufficiency’ as I have delineated earlier. Francis et al. (2010) reported that construct saturation occurred at 14 of 37 interviews, study-wise saturation occurred at 17 of 35 interviews. Hennink and colleagues (2017) declared at the first interview, the bulk of the codes had been developed, irrespective of order of initial analysis of transcripts. Guest et al. (2006) determined that at 6 interviews, 94% of high frequency codes were present at 6 interviews, while at 12 interviews 97% of high frequency codes had been identified – that is, during analysis the codebook remained adequately stable after 12 interviews, however “high-level, overarching themes” (Guest et al., 2006, p.78) were identified at 6 interviews, suggestive of sufficiency in “meaning themes and useful interpretations” (p. 78). It is important to note that all three studies commented that the theoretical underpinnings and aim of any study should be connected to the sampling, thus results from their experiments should be cautiously taken as guidance for what a researcher ought to do. It seemed based on the limited literature available that fewer interviews were
needed to generate meaningful analysis and achieve overall saturation if the objective was to capture themes, sampling was iterative and the quality of the data obtained could provide substantive material for analysis (commonly referred to as ‘thick’) (see Figure 6 in Hennink et al. 2017). The characteristics described above are more consistent with the methodology and methods of this thesis than other methodologies with a theory development output, thus a smaller sample size would be expected for this project.

While I am unable to claim saturation at 6 participants, I am confident that the findings which have developed from this data can be useful to understand barriers and facilitators of health systems inter-organizational disaster planning for the following reasons. During the planning stage, the sample size estimation of 15 – 30 was reflective of the broader aim of the research, with a focus on obtaining comprehensive information from a diverse group of participants with varying participant characteristics. This aim was narrowed after initial pilot interviews with key informants who provided sufficiently dense quality data, preliminary findings were affirmed with the research team and a knowledgeable audience.

Corresponding to Malterud and colleagues’ (2016) concept of “information power”, the aim of the research was narrowed after initial pilot interviews with key informants, and it became clear that the quality of the data collected was sufficiently dense. According to their model, sample size is conceptualized according to “information power” and estimated relevant to the aim, specificity, use of theory, quality of dialogue (interviews) and kind of analysis employed in the project, however these elements need not all be considered, but rather prioritized. Simply put, the greater the quality of the
information in the sample, the lower the number of participants needed for the study (Malterud et al. 2016). In this way a study’s adequacy of sample size is based on the “information power” of the results rather than merely numbers. It has been important learning at the MSc level to consider the underlying foundations of saturation and sufficiency within qualitative research. The quality of the study should be considered by examining process and product quality assurance measures.

**Data Analysis (Coding Strategy)**

In order to be consistent with the aims of the study – that is to produce a work which may help inform policy development and strategic planning- significant categories and themes are of interest, rather than those that are most commonly occurring. This process of thematic analysis aims to produce themes from the data analysed, emphasizing the context (Vaismorodi et al. 2013), which is different from content analysis in which the data is analysed according to who says what, to whom and with what effect, the aim to conceptually describe the data (Vaismorodi et al. 2013). When themes and categories are repetitive and no new insights are gleaned from the data, data sufficiency is reached; though I could not determine this based on the number of interviews that I conducted. In order to identify what is relevant, corroboration of findings may be accomplished through incorporation of multiple sources of evidence, and follow up with participants where appropriate. A process of data collection, transcription, memo writing, coding, memo writing then analysis was followed for each participant to ensure rich description of findings.
The approach to analysis began with memo writing following transcription of interviews. As I conducted and transcribed the study's six interviews myself, I felt close to the data, and began analysis following the transfer of audio recordings to written format. Following a suggestion by my supervisor, I wrote detailed memos immediately after completing a transcript which noted my thoughts on the dialogue as a whole and questions or ideas that I had about particular participant perspectives. These memos were made by hand in a bound book that I used for memo writing and reflexive journaling throughout the research process. The analysis was inductive, in that codes and themes were developed from the data - no prior codebook had been developed. The initial coding process included both *in vivo* coding (where the participant’s actual words are coded), and open coding as described by Charmaz (2006). This open coding instructs the analyst to pay attention to the action described in the data. Charmaz (2006) recommends the use of gerunds (words ending in -ing) as a heuristic to keep the analyst focused on action. My initial coding represented attention to level, process, structure, people, feelings, time and context. Initial coding was done manually on printed transcripts with pens and highlighters, as I prefer tactile processes. I also used MS Word (Microsoft) for initial coding, eventually realizing through trial and error that the printed transcripts did not easily facilitate my supervisor's comments on the coding work I had done. My supervisor encouraged the use of qualitative coding software and provided me a copy of N-Vivo (QSR International, Version 11.4.2). I transferred the coding work I had done to the software for ease of tracking and attempt to make my processes more efficient. To facilitate the transition from initial to focused coding, I developed themes from the initial
codes, wrote memos and notes concerning data and themes, and related the themes to the overall research question.

I presented my preliminary analysis to a knowledgeable audience of qualitative researchers, and again to my supervisory committee, both of which generated fruitful discussions and actionable feedback. To facilitate the transition to the third cycle of theoretical coding, I returned again to a manual mode of coding. I exported the codes from N-Vivo, printed them out, and cut them out for manual re-arrangement. I physically re-arranged the codes and categories, referencing memos and notes and interview field notes throughout the process. As the intention of this research is for policy development and further research, I included analytically significant morsels that participants shared even if the perspective was attributed to a single participant.

Memos and journaling with reflections, questions and thoughts were completed after transcription while immediately immersed in the data, following coding and throughout the work of the project. This practice allowed thought processes to be recorded for future elaboration, development of ideas and dialogue between the student researcher and the research team. For example, if participants discussed shared experiences and significant themes were identified that had not been considered, subsequent interviews proceeded in order to explore these themes.

Some demographic information was collected (e.g. professional role, years of experience in humanitarian setting). In the final report, demographic data is reported by general role, such as clinician, management or logistics. Demographic data such as
country for a specific experience may be linked to a quote, in order to add contextual information. Direct quotes may be described by country or job role.

**Quality Criteria**

Evaluation of qualitative research in terms of quality and rigour can be accomplished using multiple criteria and approaches, which may vary by philosophical foundation and objective of the research (Majid & Vanstone, 2018). Although there are no accepted criteria for Qualitative Description methodology and as the debate into determining and/or assuring quality in qualitative research continues, I situated my pursuit of quality by employing indicators of quality of *product*, and assuring quality through *process* (Reynolds, et al. 2011). There are many checklists or guidelines for producing high quality qualitative research, and Reynolds et al (2011) describe the common elements. In choosing one to fit my project, I identified that a standardized or checklist approach is not congruent with my understanding of rigour in qualitative research, and I would prefer to use a more holistic assessment of quality. With this in mind, I chose to focus on LoBiondo-Wood and Haber’s (2006) principles of credibility, auditability and fittingness in my pursuit of quality.

Credibility is a prevailing feature in assessing quality throughout the literature (Giacomini & Cook, 2000; LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 2006; Saldana, 2014), which asks whether one can believe the findings of the study. Although something often discussed in relation to research, bias is primarily seen as a threat to the credibility of the research and findings of a project. That view is more consistent with a realist or positivist ontology;
however, it is also relevant to a pragmatist view. While not possible to remove the perspective (or bias) of the researcher from qualitative research, it is important to acknowledge that perspective by making explicit how personal experience and understandings influence research intuitions, analysis and decisions throughout the study (Giacomini & Cook, 2000). This can be accomplished by memo-writing (Charmaz, 2006) throughout the research process, or reflexivity and a keen self-awareness.

Assurances of credibility are made by the acknowledgment of my understanding and personal beliefs related to the research and how they might inform my thinking as a researcher, and explicitly stating how my perspective influenced the research decisions I have made. Throughout the life of the project, I maintained a reflexive journal in order to assist with this process. Clear writing and accurate description of methods, along with appropriate literature and other sources cited to give evidence for procedures help readers judge the credibility of findings.

Auditability is the principle that detailed record keeping and documentation of reasoning can allow outside persons to track processes and audit the trail (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 2006), and follow research decisions and processes. While my initial processes may have been more rudimentary (such as coding with a highlighter on printed transcripts), I transferred or switched to more technology based processes (such as NVivo coding software, RefWorks - reference management programs, etc.) which allowed for ease of tracking. Keeping detailed research records, including tracked and version numbers of protocols and study materials, memos, field notes, and data analysis records also ensure quality through adherence to the principle. Readers may judge the auditability
through the description of my procedures and reference to strategies employed throughout the project. Documents are provided in appendices.

**Fittingness** is the commitment to the authentic reality of the participants, described in a robust and thorough way that stays true to their voice. It is also related to how well the findings may be useful to the reader (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 2006), relevant to the research objective. In this regard, an *in vivo* coding strategy (Given, 2014), where a participant’s own words are used to label codes, was used during initial coding in order to stay with the essence of what the participant is describing.

During the research process, preliminary findings were shared with the research team and a knowledgeable audience during a presentation of the data analysis and research process. Themes resonated with the researchers experienced in this field as well as with the audience, leading to fruitful discussion and corroboration that analysis was proceeding in a manner that made sense from the data.

**Reflexivity**

In qualitative research, reflexivity is a useful tool in which the researcher turns the investigative lens towards themselves, gaining an awareness of their assumptions and responses during the research process (Hsiung, 2008) and how their own positions might influence decisions made by the research with respect to design, execution and conclusions (Lichtman, 2014). Lichtman (2014) asserts reflexivity can be personal, epistemological and/or ethical, aiding oneself to see things more clearly, as all phases of the project are impacted by the researcher.
Strategies I undertook throughout the process included memo writing, reflective journaling in a personal notebook, and discussions of personal positions with my supervisor and colleagues. For example, during data collection I was aware of how my inexperience as an interviewer may have failed to probe informants to explore responses further if the topic did not seem to fit with the study and I relied more on the script of the interview guide. Through planning and discourse with my supervisor, I became more comfortable with interviewing and practiced skills that allowed me to capture rich data through dialogue with informants.

My professional role as a health care professional seemingly conferred a level of credibility upon me as a researcher with participants who mostly all shared a clinician background. Although not experienced in the field, the outsider perspective may have created a dynamic between myself and some participants whereby responses were shared as individual perspectives, but also with the conscious or unconscious additional objective of educating me with regards to the topic of interest from a policy and/or local and/or larger global issue point of view. I also found that this common ground helped to build a rapport between myself and participants, in that there was a shared level of understanding of the realities of the clinical world. While very few questions I asked were clinically focussed, participants shared insights often from the perspective of a clinician. I think I was most comfortable in this space, and the follow up questions flowed more readily during the dialogue. In the analysis, the knowledge I have of the health care system was sometimes drawn upon when interpreting their data.
Due to my own personal experience with failed government planning, I found that I paid particular attention to instances where informants had critical views of governments, organizations or discussed broken systems. Journaling facilitated my self-awareness of the influence this perspective may have had on data collection and analysis, which I was able to check and re-check to ensure I was not steering the research in a certain way. Reflective memos were shared with my supervisor prior to the proposal stage and just prior to seeking amendment - she posed questions to further understand my own position and views towards the research. This re-examination was helpful not only in the work I produced, but also for revisiting memos at different points along the work and tracking thought processes from evolution of ideas and reflections on ideas and feelings to detailed writing. Another reflexive technique was contemplative discussion of concepts and themes with peers and mentors during presentation of preliminary analysis. This fruitful discourse offered alternative views of a particular theme, and directed my focus to ambiguities and assumptions surrounding this particular theme.

Coming from a professional perspective as an operating room nurse, I was attuned to the role of organizational and community culture and norms surrounding collaboration, however I was careful not to let my experiences overshadow the data or willfully ignore similarities and differences to my experiences. Reflexivity has been a useful tool to check and re-check how I came to understand the research process and the analysis.
Summary

Using qualitative descriptive methodology, 6 key informants were recruited using purposive sampling. I conducted single participant interviews using a variety of modalities (in person, telephone, Skype), and transcribed all audio recorded interviews myself. The research question asked: What are the essential elements of effective governmental and non-governmental planning for emergency medical response after a natural disaster? The coding strategy was most fitting for the research, findings were crafted after careful scrutiny of source data, emphasizing quality and consistency in processes of the research and its product.
Chapter 3: Results

Overview

Key informants for this study were asked to participate based on the knowledge that they could contribute to the project in answering the question of *What do key figures in the international disaster and emergency medicine community see as the essential elements of effective governmental and non-governmental planning for emergency medical response after a natural disaster?* Through a descriptive analysis of the data, we identified 18 key themes which describe the value of inter-organizational collaboration, the current barriers and facilitators to collaboration and suggestions for improving collaboration. We have organized the presentation of this analysis to highlight inter-organizational collaboration within a focus on health in context of a disaster. Beginning with an overview of collaboration, the facilitators and inhibitors of collaboration will follow, and will finally conclude with the recommendations gleaned from participants in order to improve collaboration and disaster planning within the realm of health. This analysis demonstrates the importance of and the challenging nature of collaboration within the context of a disaster and offers suggestions for stakeholders as to how they might strengthen the overall preparedness of the health system through planning activities.

After presenting an orientation to collaboration including the value of inter-organizational collaboration within this context I will describe my findings in two parts, grouped according to overall description. In section one I present the facilitators and
inhibitors to collaboration and in section two I discuss suggestions for improving collaboration in health systems. Themes, sub-categories and categories are developed from the data in each of these parts. Analytically significant insights and recommendations are discussed in the systems improvement measures.

While I relied upon the literature to inform my understanding of key concepts, the definitions of the themes were refined by my understanding of the participants’ views and narratives.

**Key Informants**

6 key informants participated in this study. Table 1 represents in aggregate information about these participants, including years of experience, roles, and current base countries. The number of overall years of experience within the field of disaster and emergency management - health sector for informants was a range of 5-30+ years experience with the average being 15 years.

Countries participants spoke of having experiences in (either planning, policy development or field work) were Switzerland, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, USA, United Kingdom, Italy, Philippines, Bangladesh, Nepal, India, Armenia, Pakistan, Haiti, Honduras, Sri Lanka, Dominican Republic, Uganda, Sierra Leone, Burkina Faso. This list is not exhaustive, but rather represents the countries informants spoke about personally having experiences in during interviews.

Informants had held a variety of leadership roles across various governmental and non-governmental organizations, either currently or throughout their experiences. Most
participants had several current roles within academia, research, training, policy
development, planning and clinical practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years Experience</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Key Informant Demographic Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Development, Planning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Practice</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base (Home) Country (current and/or previous)</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australasia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*individuals all had multiples roles

**Analysis**

**Inter-organizational Collaboration/ Importance of Collaboration**

The value of inter-organizational collaboration was seen as having direct and indirect
benefits that translated to a strengthened health system in a disaster context.

Collaboration between governments and organizations or individuals representing
organizations yielded bi-directional education. This education can lead to process,
structural or operations improvements, the ability to improve health outcomes of communities and or organizations through resource sharing and joint problem solving. It may also increase the capacity of the local or individual organization to deal with future events successfully. For example, skills and knowledge of individuals were also enhanced through collaborative activities between local and international organizations, both groups benefiting from mutual learning. Participants talked about looking to other organizations for informal benchmarking processes,

> we’ve met a few times with the [NGO] folks here just to compare notes, you know like what is your training and education like compared to ours, how many staff do you have, what’s your structure look like, like really just sort of sharing ideas and concepts and things that we’ve learned. (P1)

despite differences in geographical distribution of activities. This feature suggests that the knowledge of the other organization’s activities was indeed worthwhile in seeking out.

An example of increased capacity resulting from collaboration for training and educational objectives was described by a participant who spoke of an humanitarian mission to a natural disaster where a local team was trained by the international team to use a mobile hospital, increased local capacity and ability to manage their own future response ensued from that collaboration; “they actually had this complete training of how to use this hospital and all the supplies in it...they have their own ability to [successfully respond] with the hospital and used it in subsequent disasters in [their country]”. (P4)
Participants all emphasized the importance of the need to recognize that any health system is in place to serve the people and communities, with collaboration as a means to meet those obligations,

*you’ve got to deliver on what the community needs and that means a lot of collaboration between health and other sectors and also ensuring that all the relevant disciplines within public health, or health in general are working together and have a place and a space to recognize their contribution.* (P2)

**Silos**

When asked about what they understood to be barriers to effective disaster planning and response, many participants discussed the idea of organizational silos. The description of silos was conceptualized as a component of a health system that exist as a separate and distinct entity with limited connection to related components. Silos encompass a) different groups that perform the same function, overlapping in a disaster scenario – such as with multiple NGOs responding to the same event and providing the same services.

b) independent individual departments that are captured under the umbrella of an organization or system that routinely perform separate functions, but are theoretically expected to function collaboratively in the event of a disaster "*there’s too many silos where you have different groups.... with the health services disaster response so there’s different groups controlling public health, but they’re in different department*" (P1)

c) may be functional silos, or silos of knowledge. Silos of knowledge came through as a theme when participants talked about the need for transparency within the
world of humanitarian aid, as the knowledge gained in field work was often protected in order to preserve the competitive advantage of some organizations.

According to participants, the challenge of silos exists within both humanitarian relief contexts as well as within planning and response systems that exist within a single developed nation. These silos may exist between different levels of government. For instance, "In North America there’s this dichotomy between public health and medicine and it just doesn’t make any sense when it comes to emergency preparedness" (P2).

Broadly speaking, the informants who discussed either explicitly or implicitly organizational silos or silos within a system, they viewed the separate, distinct entities as being problematic - a barrier to cohesive functioning of a health system in a disaster response, leading to inefficiencies and/or creating gaps in planning and service delivery.

Silos are problematic for effective planning and response because connections and linkages are needed for organization and coordination between sectors, departments, and organizations;

> there is no good very well structured link between the [country’s] civil protection mechanism and the ministry of health. In fact, our intention at the research centre is to create and to sensitize the importance of creating this connection between the two department[s]. Right now yes they are talking but they are not very well structured (P3)

Practically speaking, clear boundaries of actual issues faced in a disaster context are not divided as they are within administrative structures, but occur simultaneously and often include matters that are generally considered outside the realm of health, yet still affect the health of populations. “We tend to focus in health care…so they tend to be very focused on what happens in the hospital…but the reality is that [in] an emergency
response you’re having to deal with things that have nothing to do with health…you play a role, but it’s an integrated role” (P5).

In order to deal with issues effectively, an integrated approach is often required. When the response is not cohesive or integrated, resources might not be used effectively because organizations do not co-ordinate to ensure comprehensive and non-redundant provision of services: “there’s not one cohesive leader or department or strategy to tie them all together, you end up with some duplication of services and the ability to integrate, which as you know is key in a disaster, right?” (P1). Suggestions for amelioration include “a better framework for silos or different departments or areas of the ministry all have a [responsibility] to work together and create a cohesive plan” (P1). Being able to understand who’s doing what, what group is deploying, what’s their role and how do we all function together before it actually happens” (P1). Forming connections and focusing on ways to ensure the various departments and sectors will function together in emergencies and disasters prior to situations unfolding, is important for successful planning and response;

I think that there are two pillars for emergency management - one is the work that’s done in trauma care mass casualty management and the other one which is really the disease surveillance and response systems and those two in the sense represent the two pillars of our work. Sometimes they create separate systems, which is problematic, but the idea is ultimately that they need to converge. (P2)

When participants talked about examples of responses or planning work that was successful, connections to others were mentioned as a vital factor - “but I think the thing in [that particular case] that really made it a good strong health team was that
connection with the local health director and with the other NGOs in the field through the health cluster” (P4).

SECTION 1: FACILITATORS AND INHIBITORS OF COLLABORATION

*It’s People, Relationships*

In spite of this study examining the question at the level of organizations and governments, it is not possible to claim that either could exist without the people that work within them. Individuals and the personal qualities they possess can either strengthen or hinder an organization and the propensity to collaborate. The theme of people and relationships was acknowledged as related to the determination of organization goals, in that it is less about the roles and more about the people that occupy the roles, which determine organizational and governmental priorities, collaboration and decision making. When speaking about leadership changes within an organization, one participant spoke of individuals determining priorities, “*sometimes they change it a little, sometimes they change radically, so if you look at [IGO and the current aims] …they all change with the individuals at the top of these organizations*” (P6).

In one example, a mayor of a city made a decision to respond to an international disaster, tapping into resources based on personal knowledge of those active in the community and prompting an ad hoc organization of a medical and construction team, “*the mayor of the city…. decided we were going to act, so he went to people who he knew were involved in mission work and disaster response and said ‘what can we do?’*” (P5)
Part of the personal connections and networking also relates to individual interactions, in that it’s “very much about simple human interaction to get good collaboration” (P6). One participant spoke of a long standing personal and professional relationship with a government partner as a factor in the collaboration between the two organizations. The participant spoke of uncertainty in further collaborations between the organizations when both individuals retired, knowing that their replacements would need to build a new personal connection:

It’s about personal relationships...the senior person that I’m now dealing with in government is my age and I’ve been working with him since my first response to Armenia, both of us are coming up to retirement, and what will happen after that I don’t know but a lot of it has been about the personal relationship that we have built up and as we both progressed in seniority through our respective organizations, our influence to bring the two organizations together have increased correspondingly (P6)

People and their personal and professional networks were also seen as the facilitators to solving complex patient management problems or resolving scenarios where availability of resources limited capacity or were called upon for their expertise. When participants were asked to comment indirectly on factors that facilitated collaboration by sharing a story about a time when things went well, they most frequently spoke about personal networks and relationships driving planning and action. In one example the connection between two medical professionals from different organizations facilitated a collaborative surgical case to be done while out in the field. The participant suggested that the collaboration would not have been allowed by their respective organizations had it not been for the familiarity of the two professionals and the trust that
existed, “they had worked together before and there was absolute trust between the two of us and therefore we were able to convince the head of the [NGO] hospital that this was an appropriate course of action” (P6).

Leadership and the reputation of a government or organization was attributed to individuals within leadership positions, successful systems featured strong, well respected leaders:

the Philippines system for health emergency management system was a strong well-respected system within the international disaster management arrangements of the country had a leader of that system who was fearsome and awesome... basically run the show...she’s also been there forever and a day. People feared her a little bit but also respected her - very much had a military mindset or military milieu about her (P2)

While individual personalities and relationships were described as a primary determinant of the effectiveness and collaboration between organizations, the individual human connections were described as important features or the defining feature of success in the work of a medical response. When asked to think of a particular response that went well, one participant spoke of the positive experience in creating a team, “what went very well was the collaboration with the local personnel and also the international personnel in terms of personal interaction...we created a good team” (P3). Working closely together, spending time and trusting each other’s competence were all important aspects of successful teams, “we all worked as a team...we were literally together 24/7...so we worked together, we did what we needed to do” (P5).
From participants’ views on past collaborations, I interpreted that formalized processes would be helpful to facilitate collaboration through organizational learning and management, multi-departmental or joint organization projects and exercises as being rich learning endeavours.

**Trust-Control**

Within the data, themes of trust and control were developed through analysis, and featured in all the interviews. Although trust and control were each distinct yet often related themes, such as with examples of control when it comes to governance or jurisdictional boundaries, a nexus between trust and control featured in narratives of particular disaster responses, activities and planning. A pendulum metaphor was used to describe a situation that illustrated this interplay - where trust had not been established or had been broken, controlling mechanisms were put in place.

The balance or tension between trust and control seemed to be an influencing factor in collaboration and communication. For example, in an earlier quote about Haiti, one participant described this connection as a reason for a country delaying a decision to bring in or accept outside resources and aid following a natural disaster - the need of the Haitian government to maintain control was guided by the history of mistrust that existed between the government and non-governmental organizations.

The trust-control relationship was also related to the behaviour of NGOs during experiences that were expected to be collaborative such as large scale humanitarian aid
responses involving multiple agencies, yet were not successful to the interplay between trusting and controlling the course.

Equity or fairness of activities was described as a key ingredient of successful collaborations, with shared roles, decision making and the uninhibited sharing of ideas balanced between organizations, which I interpreted as a balance between trust and control,

\[\textit{[it] has to be equitable...you know that somebody is doing a hostile takeover masking it as collaboration, but usually it happens more by accident on the part of one, and you need to get at the start a framework that ensures of course that it is collaborative, which is in place,...roles are shared, even when and where people meet, that it’s shared between the organizations so as it definitely feels everything is checked} (P6)\]

\section*{Competition}

Prior to starting data collection for this project, I was unaware of segments of common knowledge or familiar conversations made within the community I was intending to study. At the 2016 WADEM Congress I felt a palpable tension between some organizations within the humanitarian aid and disaster and emergency medicine community that I would describe as having a competitive and dysfunctional quality of the many groups or organizations represented at the conference I attended. Although I honed in on this immediately, I was careful to reflect on this sense and keep it in check during data analysis. However, consistent with the issue I had previously identified through my experience, participants discussed the \textit{“competitive humanitarian environment”} (P6) explicitly and implicitly in their narratives. Most notably a rivalry was described in vying
for limited available funding resources - “there’s so much competition for resources before emergencies you know, trying to raise money, but also in time of emergency” (P2), which may have led to the activities of an organization’s response that persisted regardless of outcomes, impact or evaluation of quality, explicitly given as an example by one participant.

With little incentive to report data and evaluate activities, the competition between organizations for a crowded market space reinforces that organizations protect their information or knowledge generated through responses as trade secrets, or “commercially sensitive” (P6). The apparent lack of transparency or information sharing is linked to competition and an organization’s desire to project a certain public image, often engaging in a response despite usefulness or lack of impact “it doesn’t mean to say that’s worthless, but it’s limited. It’s very hard to sell to a public [that] has expectations of you doing wonderful things” (P6). Although transparency is called for by many, informants shared that it has not yet been operationalized within the community.

Public Image

The media attention that follows a disaster is described in a positive way in that it often brings in donors, “because we got attention in the media, [a donor] gave quite a bit of money for different aspects of medical mission work” (P5), and promotes discussion and action to develop or plans in countries where there were previously none, or re-examine existing plans, such as with a disease outbreak or a nuclear disaster “which created a big push for radiation emergency response plan” (P1). However, the flipside
and often negative face to spurning action, is that it may be short lived and difficult to pull out (especially when providing care that is higher than the level of care normally available in a given community), driven by donors and inappropriately “pushed by people wanting to give what they have rather than what is needed” (P6), and may come with unforeseen consequences, though perhaps well intended. A participant spoke of the Greek refugee crisis, and the resulting aid offered by European medical teams to the people as exacerbating the economic situation faced by the country’s doctors in the area. As foreign professionals arrive to provide medical services at no charge, Greek physicians are faced with further challenges to their livelihood as inability of the government to pay their doctors coupled with arriving aid “makes the medical situation in Greece even worse” (P6).

Public perception and public image are connected to humanitarian aid context, but also to an extent within a government’s response to domestic and international disasters.

A widely held view was that the desire of an organization, either governmental or non-governmental, to portray a certain public image was a motivating factor in decision making when it came to health systems activities in a disaster context. Public image was discussed in a way that organizations were actively attempting to exhibit a certain image for the general public, or allowing misinformation or assumptions to persist by either not correcting information or not providing it.

I’m talking about medical and surgical NGOs...the image they give the public about their activities and what actually happens on the ground, that’s why they don’t share it. So, and it’s the same for many people involved in disasters, like the search and rescue teams... I mean our international search and rescue team gets a great deal of publicity, people think
they’re wonderful, but the most people they’ve ever saved in one mission is three. They normally don’t save anybody. And that’s the same for all international search and rescue teams, which should be shared (P6)

One participant spoke explicitly of risk communication during an event and balancing the need to share health information with the general public and the potential of the communications causing further panic.

Most participants shared perspectives of public image of an organization being tied to public approval and thus funding through private donations or government resources. For example, participants shared that in the humanitarian sector the ability to secure funding and public donations was directly related to the public image of an organization. A majority of participants viewed that some organizations act according to pressures of funding sources/ donors even though there might not be an actual need for the health services. A related issue in the international humanitarian aid community is that organizations do not publish and share data related to their activities. Although lack of transparency was highlighted as an important issue, several reasons for this were given; such as the preservation of public perception of work being done, protecting business activities from competition to maintain funding, lack of data collection and reporting and that transparency has historically been voluntary rather than required.

Politics
The sentiment that a government’s planning and response to a disaster is often politically motivated was common to all six interviews, with high income countries often cited as examples. In one instance, a disaster response to an earthquake was linked to political agendas and the goals of the political parties, stemming from the country’s orientation towards response and less on preparedness,

*there is a huge political factor within emergencies...during our earthquake we saw politicians using the environment, using the community, using the emergency itself to create a propaganda for their own parties, so this is a big problem in [our country]... and I don’t know if it’s only a [European] problem, but I also think it happen[s] in other countries (P3)*

Political cycles and political parties in power ushered in significant changes in financial structure, priorities and activities of foreign medical aid and also domestic planning. Several participants viewed preparedness and decision making with respect to domestic and international response to be determined a priority that changes with government. For example, one participant illustrated a past government attempt at the creation of a domestic health response team which “just disappeared...I think it lost political support” (P1), only to be recreated years later but in a limited capacity, with leaders currently pushing for an expanded mandate, aligned with the intention of the original team.

Restructuring of offices, departments and funding was also tied to politics as described by a detailed history of the politics and changes that occurred in one participant’s country with aid, trade, governments and how those changes affected NGOs
and policy, “that was a big radical change, but then that gets ruled back as different governments come in” (P6).

**Bureaucracy**

Bureaucracy is a highly rule-based organizational structure with a complex system of rules and often inefficient processes that regulate the activities of an organization which might prioritize paperwork and processes over action. Bureaucratic processes are often outside of the purview of frontline providers and sometimes managers, however they may be aware of them. “I’m not privy to all of it, cause its sort of amongst all the bureaucrats that deal with this” (P1). All participants explicitly or implicitly describe bureaucratic processes in their narratives as a source of frustration when dealing with real issues or planning activities.

Jurisdictional issues were highlighted as challenging and limiting the capacity of health services human resources and actual resources within certain developed countries (such as licensure, who is paying for services, overlap of authority). Canada being implicated in several instances – there is a need to look to other countries that have solved these issues from a national and international perspective. Working out who is most responsible and who is able to provide health services were described as issues that should be sorted out in planning stages, not as they happen.

Two participants illustrated overly bureaucratic processes in the current Canadian health system when dealing with crisis situations in First Nations communities,

*they’re within our geographical district, but because it’s federal and it’s on reserve, it’s considered federal and it’s*
governed by and funded by federal sources in terms of health and so it’s a bit of a jurisdictional conundrum, because they’re still within our district, so for example with the flooding...that’s where those two roads sort of clash because in the planning for it they’re now in your district...you don’t separate it well you’re a federal entity and we’re a district entity, and you know the argument gets a little heated there’s no separation at that point (P5)

and disaster planning within the country, "sometimes you get caught in the political circle about when they let you go and not go" (P1)

SECTION 2: SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING COLLABORATION

A Turning Point

Key informants all shared a common background of having experience in disaster health response and humanitarian work internationally. The 2010 Haiti earthquake was shared as an event that represented a turning point for some participants. Reflecting on that event, participants shared that overall lack of accountability, transparency and oversight in the international health response to the disaster as a key reason for the inappropriate work done. Organizations and individuals “flooded in” (P6) to provide aid to Haiti, but many were ill prepared, unqualified or inexperienced for the health care delivery required;

sadly, people who need the most aid are most vulnerable in terms of keeping people out as well. People just flood in, a good example is Haiti... whilst there was some extremely good work done there, there was also some hugely inappropriate response (P6)

Although the cluster approach to coordination had been developed at that point in time, it is unclear why the structure was not effective during the 2010 earthquake in Haiti
in preventing unqualified health care workers or organizations that did not meet standards. One participant contrasted that experience with their experience years later in 2016, and described that the cluster system was more evident than in 2010, and significant improvements in information sharing from the Minister of Health was discernable at the meetings.

While the capacities and needs of the country were different for these two events, a parallel can be drawn by the existence of silos within an international community that responded to an event within a country and the uncoordinated efforts leading to the repeatedly described failures of the response and recovery.

The events in Haiti (2010) were described as a turning point for the international community, citing the humanitarian response as an exemplar of a failure that changed the course of the landscape and informed current practice and work;

> because of what has happened in Haiti before and so many international organizations coming in inappropriately, and working inappropriately without transparency, I think the Haitian government was trying really hard to keep in control over the situation and I think in that sense, it actually, it formed a pendulum and it swung the other way a little bit, so they wanted control, so that they didn’t want...a lot of the assessments think there’s not enough capacity in Haiti at that moment and that there was some need for international assistance, but the Haitian government was really putting their brakes on and saying we don’t need international assistance, and many organizations were saying the same thing and the government wasn’t, so it took some time for the government to start asking for international help (P4)

Although the events in Haiti were described as a tarnish on the reputation of the international humanitarian aid community and regarded as a lesson learned, other turning
points were also described as having a substantial impact on the understanding, planning and actual health response following a disaster. Examples of these turning points are the development of international standards for foreign medical teams; “following the work we did with WHO after that and publishing minimum standards guidelines and registration and so on, there was no repeat of that in Nepal. Three teams were sent home from Nepal by the government and WHO because they were not meeting standards” (P6) helping to prevent unsuitable and harmful work in vulnerable disaster-stricken communities through accepted and expected standards. The United Nation’s (health) cluster approach to coordination within international disaster response, and systems that assessed and publicized needs (within the UN’s Disaster Assessment and Coordination team) “big change was that we had the UNDAC” (P6), and new technologies that have increased capabilities for governments and organizations to communicate, collaborate and plan.

Value of Inter-organizational Collaboration

Building on the Foundation of Existing Infrastructure

The theme of ‘the big picture’ was a common thread among participants. Having an orientation to the overall broader system, goals, community or issues was described as a key feature of successful planning and activities.

Organizations should acknowledge and understand they are part of a larger system, government planning in the health sector needs to be broad-minded and consider larger issues that may be classified as being outside of the realm of health. Most
participants discussed the view that in order for the health sector to be successful in a 
disaster, all parts of the emergency management system should be in working order;

one of the things is not the countries disaster management 
system needs to be effective in order for the health sector to be 
able to plug into that if it’s not there, then sort of where does the health sector go? So you could say they go hand-in-hand. 
And then of course the health sector needs to be an effective 
partner within that system when you look at the whole disaster 
in emergency system within a country (P2)

"mainly when we talk about [a] disaster, everybody, all the 
physicians, think yes, emergency medicine and [it's] not only 
emergency medicine, [that's] only a very small part of the 
overall picture" (P3)

"you have to understand that you’re representing an 
organization, but the organization itself is only part of a much 
bigger picture" (P4)

Several informants shed light on the daily functional capacity of the health care system 
and as a potential barrier to appropriate disaster preparedness,

but a lot of the foundations that say are of emergency 
management come from the routine work that are done day 
today at the emergency management systems are that are 
effective obviously can deal well with mass casualty incidents. 
If you can’t deal, and in Africa, where there are problems with 
emergency management systems is because also they can’t 
deal with the smaller scale events neither, so that’s also 
important to understand this continuum (P2)

How do we deal with.. if we’re at our capacity all the 
time..what do you do and then disaster situation when you 
have an influx that’s more than what you were expecting? How 
do you build that capacity..do you change policies to allow 
people to be in hallway? Because that’s obvious...the fill rate 
is 98% all the time, so knowing that in times of disaster you 
have to be able to relax some things you’re not going to be as 
stringent with the procedures because you know you don’t have time for that (P5)
SECTION 3: ENHANCING COLLABORATION

Key informants made several suggestions for improvements when discussing problems related to collaboration and to health systems in general for a disaster context. While silos, competition, public image, bureaucracy and politics can be seen as barriers to collaboration and thus effective planning, specific activities for improvement were also shared. The suggestions are presented according to each overall category heading and discussed in the body of the text. They are also presented in list format in Table 2 (Appendix).

Category 1 - Necessary Aspects of Planning

Most participants shared that cohesive disaster planning is needed at national and local levels, this feature was recognized by frontline operations - yet the message is failing to gain traction or generate real results in the example of an organization’s desire for an expanded mandate at a federal level in Canada - “so I think there’s just a lack of federal leadership on a cohesive disaster plan for the country, and so we’re sort of left pushing but having difficulties seeing any movement on it” (P1). Cohesive planning would also include attending to regional vulnerabilities, in that specialized planning is needed for rural or underserviced areas. Participants shared that resources are often concentrated in urban areas, and not always proportional to risk “but we know that normally disaster[s] happen where there is some vulnerability” (P3). One participant illustrated this point of placement of resources disproportionate to risk within a region or
organization, suggesting that there is a need for intervention in recognition and resolution to the gap;

he’s the only disaster health coordinator in [his region], he’s doing a good job admittedly, but the resource allocation in the southern part of the state where the risk is really much lower is five times greater than what it is up there...someone needs to say hey wait a second, and similarly in [our international organization] we don’t have the resources where they’re most needed (P2)

This is important for planning, as in a disaster the existing health system resources are often relied upon until outside assistance is brought in. In addition to the risk of a certain region, the vulnerability of a local system can be magnified by inadequate preparation and planning, which has been described as variable in different parts of a country. Financial incentives are needed to ensure planning is complete, as often variability exists in the preparedness of individual hospitals and local systems,

there’s no impetus for them to plan for disaster response because it doesn’t happen very often, it’s not forefront on their mind and they have very slim budgets. And so unless there’s some sort of stick or a carrot, and usually that’s financial, you won’t motivate the health services to actually move forward and plan for a disaster (P1)

Moving towards a cohesive plan, formalized planning processes should involve and engage clinicians and health care personnel in the development of disaster plans, not solely relied upon to provide services when needed. A participant elaborated on the required shift from a common approach of including only those who are involved in emergency services to including all disciplines,

we should involve all expertise, all specializations not only the emergency department, the emergency physicians, but from the
family doctor to pediatricians, to nephrologists to cardiologists, psychiatrists, so all doctors all nurses, all health workers, have to be involved in the process and there is a huge gap in this specific understanding (P3)

Collaboration with those who possess various expertise can add a different perspective to the planning;

they had released the guidelines and we were asked to comment...so we had a meeting...I think that was good in terms of you know maybe we’re seeing things that they hadn’t thought of because we’re doing things that they’re not dealing with directly, that also helps the partnership, that communication and expectation (P5)

An example of what formal processes might look like; working through logistical issues before they happen, “so I think it’s helpful when you can straighten out those issues before something happens” (P5), and explicitly structuring opportunities for communication and information sharing,

they have coordination systems in place, they can bring resources from one part of the country to another because they have a common system. A case in point would be that every year or two they have a national conference, so all the regions of the country come together for a conference... it’s an opportunity for the central government to share the latest policies...everyone felt like they were on the same team (P2)

Removing bureaucratic barriers to health services delivery was discussed as important for operations in a disaster in that sometimes requirements and expectations for health care provider qualifications and licensure can be a barrier to mobility in disaster contexts at state levels, “they’ve created a national infrastructure to deal with
licensure...and don’t have to deal with all the bureaucratic stuff that we’re dealing with” (P1)

Category 2 – Activities to enhance inter-organizational collaboration

Previously mentioned in the above section related to planning, collaboration was consistently viewed as positive for the overall health system. Participants viewed that preparedness is everyone's business - community involvement, health care provider involvement, and local level planning is crucial for planning and had an inclusive orientation to this work.

Physical meetings and face to face interactions were described by all participants as helpful to collaboration and forming connections, or at the very least getting to know people who would be called upon in a real situation,

we ran through the scenario where we physically went downtown and met with all the partners that would have been part of a disaster response, and so in that way, we actually get to know who’s in charge of these things (P5)

Planning joint exercises were viewed as related to working together "we’ve done a few multi-departmental exercises in [our region], but not enough really for all of us to be comfortable with what the other one’s gonna do" (P1) and becoming more familiar with each other’s roles and responsibilities, yet often enough to ensure that there is confidence in that understanding.

Participants shared a view that there is a need for governments and organizations to invest in collaboration – for example, offering joint project funding, "we use that to put in for joint funding for projects, and that’s been extremely successful" (P6), providing
financial incentives for collaboration, and devoting time and space for collaborative work;

*carving out some space, not much space, but certainly having a dedicated unit at each level of the system that can help facilitate this collaboration amongst the different players and importantly for them they represent the health sector in the multi-sectorial environment as well. It’s a small investment, but it goes a long way and will make all the difference (P2)*

Although the overall system is considered, successful collaboration on a small level relates to the larger level,

*if you get it right at the small level, it will be okay at the big level…. we’ve had differences of opinion with partners…. with people can do that without falling out or getting too heated is to share things and you’re not going into the meeting thinking ‘oh I’m going to get rolled over by whatever they say’. You’ve got to get it right at the small level, you don’t stand much chance of getting it right at the big level unless you can manage that. (P6)*

Openness to sharing differences of opinions, and capacities facilitates the success of partnerships; "knowing the limits of these groups, these partners’ capacities is really important because a lot of time you can’t mandate, you have to work collaboratively” (P5)

**Category 3 – Knowledge sharing for health**

Knowledge sharing was a recurrent message within and across informant interviews and might involve formal activities such as dissemination of information, meetings that allow for opportunities to get information, ask questions and learn processes, and the collaborative development of published policy or guideline documents.

These activities might be conducted for the specific purpose of knowledge sharing and
education, or may be a beneficial outcome of coordination or policy development activities. Knowledge sharing through training exercises might increase the individual health care provider’s confidence in their own skills, in the system which can improve performance and decrease confusion in a disaster scenario.

Participants related activities that I interpreted as ‘knowledge sharing’ to more efficient processes, optimization of outcomes and resources, overall success of planning and accountability.

The emphasis on actual and the “appearance of” (P6) transparency of activities to increase accountability was called for several participants, however it was recognized that in order to maintain transparency, meaningful data collection is needed for health service delivery activities and outcomes in disaster contexts,

\[
I\ just\ think\ people\ should\ first\ of\ all\ create\ the\ data,\ and\ then\ share\ it,\ but\ one\ of\ the\ reasons\ that\ data’s\ not\ being\ shared\ so\ much\ is\ because\ it\ might\ not\ actually\ be\ there.\ They’re\ not\ actually\ collecting\ meaningful\ data.\ (P6)
\]

While it may be a reality that the data doesn’t exist, a few participants shared that knowing where to locate trustworthy information is a challenge, as confusion exists about how and where to access information, and how it is being managed. Accessible, evidence informed quality tools for clinical decision making in the field including regional specific clinical information and “knowledge of populations and disease burden” (P4) was an insight for preparing clinicians to work in the field internationally. Evidence to inform policy is also needed, including reviews related to disaster context, though it was shared that this was an area being developed currently.
Several participants spoke of an often untapped resource in those international NGOs with expertise and knowledge planning for and responding to disasters, and although often in a different context, would be useful for planning domestic activities, "there’s lots and lots of factors with international aid that you can actually take back to a different country" (P4).

**Category 4 – Decision making priorities**

Consistent with the themes identified earlier, decision making and “skewing of priorities” (P2) can often be linked to factors such as funding, public pressure or political factors, rather than the actual health needs of the people, “the system needs to be in place to deal with the realities on the ground and not the sort of warped by the, I guess I don’t know what the right word is, biases or whatever or funding sources.” (P2) I interpreted dealing with competing priorities or accountabilities as a balancing act especially within humanitarian aid;

*I think it’s important for the general public to realize is that sometimes sending a team or certain supplies, although it looks good and it makes good media stories, it might not be the smartest thing to do but that’s a struggle that organizations have sometimes because they’re getting pressure from the public to do something and they know probably that its not the best or the most needed, but they do it anyway because of public pressure (P4)*

Changing governmental priorities were mentioned also as a factor in decision making, with politics impacting policy and funding; “well anything with government departments, that’s politics and it depends on the flavour of the government" (P6).
Within the context of a disaster, uncertainty and incomplete information adds complexity to decision making. However, throughout the interviews, participants often expressed timeliness in making a decision as critical to outcomes,

_I remember being in health sector meetings in [my province] when the group was taking about how to plan for the incoming Syrians... and there were a lot of big organizations and very competent people who were really grappling with the idea of how do we make a decision without the information, how do we make a decision with this information we might not know and I think it was interesting to me that this was a barrier, they couldn’t make because they said we don’t have it, we don’t know, we don’t know, but so they weren’t making any decisions (P4)_

Successful decision making would use a systematic approach, based in evidence that accounts for the broader view and understands the essence of the issue, always with the objective of meeting the health needs of the population they are serving.

**Category 5 – Attending to educational requirements for health care personnel**

Participants all shared experiences with a training and educational focus in disaster planning or response. Some shared formal learning experiences, and some shared informal learning experiences, yet all felt education was important for this work. While there is some bridge between the international and domestic setting, flexibility and adaptability were discussed as needed for the international context (in a low resource setting).

Examples of activities that attend to educational needs of health care personnel might include adaptation training – working in a disaster context requires doing daily work in abnormal circumstances with limited resources. Moving from a context with
abundance of resources to scarcity of resources presents difficulty in practice, including clinical decision making, "if they’ve only worked in a high resource setting it’s very difficult to working in a low resource setting when they’re not used to that, because in high resource settings, there’s lots of extra people around, and we can do testing, bloodwork or whatever to make our jobs in terms of diagnosing easier" (P4). Working in these environments present real ethical challenges, and managing ethical dilemmas should be approached prior to an actual disaster, with supports available during an event. Clinicians should be prepared for working more independently, outside comfort level – health services delivery in a disaster context can be a different structure than clinicians in high resource countries are accustomed to, with less availability of resources.

The individual perception of preparedness is important for health services delivery, and linked with competence and having confidence in the people working together, strategies to enhance feeling prepared might include simulation training, scenarios, exercises.

**Category 6 – Clearly articulated health system governance structure**

Structure and authority (to make decisions) was discussed as vital to efficient and effective performance during a disaster, including a clear chain of command needed for quick activation, "Disasters are local in terms of initial response, but you need to understand the chain of where to get help, and it seemed to flow well. We identified quickly, we were authorized quickly to launch, which is a key thing as well" (P1)
Clear decision making authority and processes that are laid out and understood by clinicians facilitate coordination in a disaster context. This contextual difference might clash with the autonomy of decision making characteristic of the clinical reality of physicians in routine and usual circumstances,

where that command centre is helpful, and counterintuitive than what physicians are most used to for example, and health in general, we feel like we have to be in control, we have to make decisions, doing this and that. The hardest part of having a command centre is that you’re one person reporting, and so your job is not to make the ultimate decision, but to know when and how to communicate, to not add to the problem. So that might be wait until you’re told to do something, not everyone needs to be making decisions all the time (P5)

While some participants described explicitly and implicitly governance structures and approaches to management within an ideal system, their views differed. One participant shared that a top-down approach similar to military or command and control systems would be most successful in their domestic system, others viewed a combination of the top-down and bottom-up approach would be best, and some spoke of certain aspects of successful systems without specifying a particular structure.

**Category 7 – Enhanced communication strategies**

Communication is a pillar of good emergency management, and the topic of communication was consistent to all interviews. Participants were asked directly about what good communication looks like. Strategies to improve communications are based on analysis of participants’ views of problematic communication, situations that described effective communication and particular stories illustrating either of these points.
Examples of strategies that enhanced communication in planning activities during a disaster and/or for collaborative work might include: important information should follow an established process, be easy to share (requiring technologies to support the distributed nature of the communications), use an accepted common language that eliminates jargon. Jargon complicates understanding and creates a barrier to engagement, segregating aspects that should be integrated.

*I think one of the key things is also that we need to find ways by which the entire health system gets involved in emergency management and not create - you know by using too many terms like emergency preparedness, from my point of view that’s jargon, which is well known to the emergency community, but it’s potentially a barrier to engagement, it starts to specialize the area of the emergency management when our key message is essentially that it’s everyone’s business* (P2)

**Category 8 – Formalized processes and policy work to strengthen system**

Earlier, I outlined that participants shared the importance of individuals, personal relationships, and networks being a large part of the realities of inter-organizational collaboration and planning, which could change with changes in people. Formalized processes were suggested to enhance decision making, communication, collaboration, coordination and the overall health services delivery during a disaster, which might include policies, frameworks, memorandums of understanding to ensure continuity of core values as individuals change roles,

*The national emergency medical team is a collaboration between the government department for international development, national fire and rescue service, and another NGO with secondary partners in the department of health. That’s a collaboration and we’ve got that formulated in a*
memorandum of agreement between all those agencies, so you can never guarantee these things but you can make sure, as best as you can that there’s a framework, so it’s people coming in to replace you inherit that framework. And they would have to go some way to try to dismantle it because it would be taking down something now that has been well established (P6)

The use of standards, guidelines and protocols enhance decision making, aide successes and can prevent inappropriate activities.

As systems are often based on the ideal or imagined scenario, they require formal testing to identify gaps and vulnerabilities, "so you can end up with lots of people ticking the box about well we have these beautiful systems but they basically look good on paper. If there isn’t the capacity with the logistics or haven’t been tested...you have false confidence" (P2). Policies might be created or existing policies might be re-examined that ensure this work is actually done.

Summary

In this research, key informants shared a wealth of knowledge, gained through various experiences and lessons learned over their careers. The advantage of having multiple roles over time allowed them to consider different angles when looking at the same issue or reflecting on experiences from informed points of view. Informants often pointed out when they didn’t know something, or were speculating, rather than purporting to have all the answers. Across all interviews, I identified the notion of a divide or gap between the real and ideal of health systems in the context of a disaster.
Informants shared perspectives on contributing factors to the gap through their accounts and offered suggestions for closing the gap, and systems improvements.

It was interesting to delineate the rift between the reality and the ideal – after careful scrutiny of the analysis, I see the gap characterized as either a judgement of what is (the real) and what should be (the ideal), or observations of knowledge and practice either being grounded in reality or grounded in theory, which were often robustly different.

Descriptions of mismatches between “the realities on the ground” (P2) and the plans for providing health services in a disaster were common in both a humanitarian aid context and a domestic perspective from high resource countries and health systems. Systems that function well when needed were contrasted with “systems that look good on paper” (P2) (but do not perform well in a disaster, and unfortunately instill false confidence in the system). In the real descriptions, features of competition, politics and government were considered problematic, versus the ideal where preparedness was given appropriate funding and prioritization across all regions, all facets of health systems were represented in the planning, collaborative work was encouraged and the system would meet the needs of the people it was designed to serve.

There are many resulting descriptions from the analysis that seem intuitive, common-sense, practical and/or widely published - informants' narratives illustrated these tidbits of knowledge through their experiences and expertise. It is perhaps then reassuring or not (depending on how you look at it) that common sense information is being shared when getting to the essence of health systems inter-organizational collaboration and
planning for natural disasters. I will discuss implications of these results in the next chapter.
Chapter 4: Discussion

Summary/ Overview

In this study, the aim was to describe the processes by which governmental and non-governmental organizations plan to collaborate in the event of a natural disaster in order to improve health systems collaboration and disaster planning. Using qualitative descriptive methodology, key informants who had involvement in disaster medicine and emergency response management internationally were interviewed to explore their insights related to the study question *What are the essential elements of effective governmental and non-governmental planning for emergency medical response after a natural disaster?* From the interview transcripts, data was analysed descriptively and interpretively and the resulting eighteen key themes were developed, nested under four overarching categories. In the Results, the importance of collaboration was presented, followed by barriers and facilitators of inter-organizational collaboration, and lastly, suggestions for improving collaboration were presented (*Table 2, Appendix 3A, p.110-112*).

Although all resultant themes could warrant discussion, I will connect a few select findings to the literature and offer relevant personal experiences as reflections. Beginning with The Case of Haiti, I will follow with a discussion of People and Relationships, Trust and conclude with Implications for Education. Finally, I will present the strengths and limitations of this study, and offer ideas for further research.
The Case of Haiti

The 2010 earthquake in Haiti was a specific example of multiple failings within the international medical response to the event in the study findings. While the country’s healthcare infrastructure was lacking prior to the earthquake (Gerdin et al. 2013), the magnitude of the earthquake and resulting health needs of the estimated 300,000 injured persons elicited unprecedented international foreign medical response, which several have described as “uncoordinated” (Gerdin et al. 2013; VanHoving et al. 2010). Consistent with published accounts and critiques of the response in Haiti, participants echoed sentiments that “extremely good work” (P6) was done there, yet most also described the prevalence of “inappropriate” activities. Lack of transparency, accountability, undocumented activities of foreign field hospitals were examples of such inappropriate work according to Gerdin and colleagues (2010); their findings were further reinforced by the startlingly low survey response rate to their 2010 study of the activities of the foreign medical teams that arrived in Haiti. 9 months after the earthquake, Haiti experienced a cholera outbreak which has been attributed to human introduction into the country (Walton & Ivers, 2011; Tappero & Tauxe, 2011). Some posit that cholera was introduced by UN peacekeepers attending from Nepal, but the source of the outbreak continues to be a contentious matter. Politics and public image remain large issues both in the accountability for such failures and also the motivation for some response to disasters, with Haiti being rife for “disaster tourism” (VanHoving et al. 2010).
Politics and public image was a key finding in stories shared, whether as an influence on organizational collaboration, a factor directing or hindering the activities and planning of health systems for disasters, or a perceived motivation for actions and/or decisions. The element of portraying a certain public image during time of disaster resonated with my experience following the evacuation of my city due to a wildfire. A tent hospital was deployed to our city as the community hospital was damaged from the fire, however given the resources available including medical technology and the mobile diagnostic units, the highly publicized field hospital seemed less practical than more sturdy structures and gave the impression that publicity was prioritized in some decision making. The wildfire itself became a politically charged event, a factor crystallized in the resulting media coverage.

There also seemed no shortage of visiting specialists immediately after the field hospital was set up – a contrast to the usual challenges of recruitment in rural and remote Alberta. While all professionals were highly qualified and skilled and credentialing was not an issue (as it was in Haiti), the motivation of one particular medical professional dubbed “the tourist” by some of our local staff embodied what was described by VanHoving and colleagues (2010) as disaster tourism, guided by picture taking, bragging rites and lack of sensitivity - astoundingly tone deaf to the community.

While medical tourism was not a notable theme of this research, when reviewing the literature concerning Haiti to expand on what was referred to as “inappropriate”, described in the interviews, I drew on similarities from my own experiences to this concept. I am not commenting on medical tourism in a general sense, as the particular
circumstances of each natural disaster could contribute to the occurrence of such a phenomenon.

**People and Relationships**

A significant finding of this project was that individuals, personal relationships and personal qualities related to organizational goals and activities, collaboration and decision making. Personal connections and networking were often about the people themselves, rather than the professional or organizational roles. Participants shared that people were at the heart of the collaborative experiences deemed successful, though often the success stories had positive outcomes for patients or achieved planned goals as well.

Linking this theme to my personal experience, it was the people and the relationships of the team during my work at the tent hospital and hospital recovery efforts that were triumphs of my story and the most satisfying experiences of my career. Collaboration within our team and with other teams for problem solving occurred organically, though still goal-directed, with the usual hierarchal structures that remain present in healthcare (despite the push towards team based health care) replaced by a more horizontal leadership structure within our group. An often encountered sentiment of ‘that’s not my job’ in a routine context was replaced with ‘how can I help’ - professionals could often be found working outside of what would be considered their normal role. Daily meals with the team at a local fire hall was a highlight of the day and a chance to interact with other groups present in the area such as firefighters, police, first responders, mental health professionals from outside the province and charity organizations who
flooded in to assist. Similar to a participant’s sentiment that teams for humanitarian relief
spent so much time together when working and also for meals or socially, group cohesion
and trust were enhanced by these elements.

Although my own experiences can be drawn upon to assist in making some of the
results of this study relevant, the particular circumstances of any natural disaster could
contribute to the occurrence of medical tourism or the humanitarian assistance motivated
by genuine concern for human welfare.

A question that comes to mind when thinking about the results is that if
bureaucracy and silos are generally viewed as impeding results and people are often the
success factor, how can the balance between formal processes and personal relationships
be optimized in order to strengthen a health system’s response to a disaster?

In a study by Diefenbach & Sillince (2011), all organizational types bureaucratic,
professional, network, democratic, hybrid were described as having some form of
hierarchy. They stated that formal hierarchy consists of clearly defined official roles and
positions, an explicit vertical structure of interactions which is present in all types of
organizations. Informal hierarchy unfolds from the interactions and structure of the social
relationships in the organization which persist through social processes. Although recent
efforts to flatten structures and adopt a shared leadership approach within
interprofessional care (Lingard et al. 2012), having the team replace bureaucratic
organizational forms, Diefenbach & Sillince (2011) state there is a reciprocal relationship
between formal and informal hierarchy. When one decreases, the other increases.
Although they found network organization was the most promising organizational type
insofar as having a softened formal order, any organizational type free from some form of hierarchy would be “disastrous”.

Trust

Planning for and responding to a disaster is a high stakes undertaking with real and significant consequences. Unsurprisingly, trust was explicitly and implicitly shared as a necessary feature of this work by all participants in the study. Trust is the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to another with the expectation of positive intentions and adherence to acceptable values without the ability to control the behaviour of the other party (Vlaar et al. 2007). Trust may result in direct benefits such as positive attitudes, cooperation, increased team performance, and also provides the conditions for desirable outcomes (Dirks & Ferrin, 2001). Consistent with the literature, trust and distrust had lasting effects on future collaborative relationships (Oppen et al. 2005; Vlaar et al. 2007; Babiak & Thibault, 2009) and were common across the individual, team, community, organizational and governmental level. One participant spoke of “lots of clouds, little rain” (P2) meaning empty promises, with the often enduring negative impact that not delivering on promises had on overall community trust in the health system and the ability of frontline providers to do their job effectively.

Based on this finding, disaster planning efforts within health systems should be inclusive, transparent and pragmatic, attending to establishing and maintaining trust through activities, and relationship management.
Relevance for Education

Implications for education can be discussed at multiple levels: individual, team or group, organizational, network or system level.

Much of the recent health professions educational research focusing on disaster preparedness is concerned with the individual provider, exploring attitudes and beliefs (Kaiser et al, 2009; Atack et al. 2009) feelings of preparedness (Baack et al. 2013), and knowledge and skills that can be used to develop competencies for educational programs (Walsh et al. 2012). Training interventions or curriculum development are formal learning activities proposed by several authors (Walsh et al. 2012) as solutions to the problem of inadequate preparedness, yet Williams and colleagues (2008) point out in their review of the literature that the evidence is inconclusive as to effectiveness of training interventions.

Key informants conveyed the need for training prior to a disaster event, with team educational activities such as group exercises and simulations as being most helpful in increasing confidence in group functioning and understanding the activities required of their role. I understood this to be more a feature of team performance rather than individual competence. Commonalities between the literature and study findings were elements of health professional preparedness related to knowledge of health issues specific to the local area, the ability to adapt delivery of care in limited resources settings or available technology, and decision making based on incomplete information. While many of these things were associated with international medical aid following a disaster, participants identified these challenges as relevant to domestic situations also.
With respect to the previous local event and challenges faced when preparing the tent hospital and the hospital evacuation during the fire, colleagues relayed stories of “thinking outside the box” and being adaptable to unusual circumstances as key. Many months after the return to normal hospital functioning, a specialist reflected on the overall dependence on availability of resources and technology in Canada, while another colleague who had experience working in a humanitarian aid capacity overseas shared knowledge regarding practices for delivering medical care that did not require the use of specialized equipment and technology/suitable for resource limited settings. These causal and informal learning opportunities demonstrate the way in which valuable information is exchanged on a day to day basis, and coinciding with Burstein’s 2006 editorial, recognizing and utilizing local expertise is important for training relevant to local conditions and practicing realistically.

**Organizational Learning**

Organizational learning refers to creating, retaining, and transferring knowledge between individuals and the organization as a function of experience. According to March (1991), knowledge is formally stored in procedures, rules, forms and codes within an organization. Mutual learning by individuals and the organization occurs in a social context, with the organizational code, beliefs and language imparted on individuals through socialization, however at the same time adapting to individual beliefs. Organizational learning occurs more often in situations of external pressures such as multiple organizations competing for scarce resources, where the resulting increased
knowledge makes performance more reliable (March 1991). Inter-organizational collaborations present a reward in the mutual learning that occurs, but can also be risky, as shared by one participant, as the exposure of weaknesses comes with greater familiarity. The potential for individual, team and organizational learning through explicit planning activities and joint exercises, as was shared by several participants, were generally viewed as positive and beneficial endeavours.

**Network Connections and Communities of Practice for Knowledge Translation**

Linked to the idea that personal relationships and connections bring organizations together or solve problems, network connections can lead to organizational learning and innovation (Provan et al. 2007). The social interactions, trust and connectedness are common to networks, whether formally or informally established. However, Provan and colleagues assert that those emerging from prior relationships are more likely to endure than rule based, or formally governed networks. Informal networks enable impactful collaboration and learning, being useful sources of information (Abrams et al. 2003). Akin to professional networks, “communities of practice” can be categorized as a new organizational form in the business world (Wenger & Snyder 2000) and increasingly popular in education (Li et al. 2009) when people doing similar types of work can learn from each other through creativity, problem solving, and shared resources and knowledge (Abrams et al. 2003; Li et al. 2009). Wenger & Snyder (2010) point out that these voluntary informal groups are bound together by shared expertise and goals or interests,
resisting any interference of formal processes, instead being organic and spontaneous in nature (Wenger & Snyder, 2000; Li et al. 2009). In order to study and to assess the value of a community of practice, Wenger & Snyder (2000) say that one must listen to anecdotes and stories for understanding.

While at the WADEM conference, some of the interest groups or panels and connections could be likened to a community of practice - internationally distributed in nature with no boundaries save for the shared interests in disaster and emergency medicine or particular subspecialties or disciplines. It was in these groups that knowledge and ideas were shared and conversations were happening. Local issues or a novel approach to a common problem were discussed. Although perhaps not entirely analogous to a community of practice, I see this type of organization a possible solution to the problematic nature of silos - a theme that resonated with audiences and the committee.

**Strengths and Limitations**

In Chapter 2 (Methodology and Methods) the concepts of saturation and information power were introduced and briefly discussed in relation to small sample size for this particular project. Although I have discussed this in great detail previously, I want to again acknowledge that this is a perceived limitation of the project.

Another limitation of this study is the ability to make inferences from the unit of analysis (individual interviews) to the organizational level. Making inferences from personal experiences to organizational levels is an inherently complex and always
challenging endeavour. When investigating inter-organizational collaboration and how this activity relates to activities within the overall health system such as in planning for and responding to disaster, the generalizability of the findings may be limited by the socio-political context of the events described in participants’ narratives, as humanitarian work is most often situated in regions with disrupted political systems and absence of disaster planning (Gallardo et al. 2015). Although disasters most commonly occur in low and middle income countries (LMIC) (Gallardo et al, 2015), the key informants’ backgrounds predominantly represented high income countries. Based on that difference, the representativeness of the sample may be confined by this demographic factor; eliciting perspectives from informants who come from these regions might have offered diverging views of barriers and facilitators to collaboration. Despite this challenge, the underlying assumption of this thesis was that lessons learned through international humanitarian aid and disaster response could be applicable to the domestic context of a high income country such as Canada.

The multitude of contextual factors within and between organizations (Moshtari et al. 2016) influence collaboration in many ways and the non-routine nature of disasters adds a layer of uncertainty and complexity to drawing abstract conclusions and overall understanding of this topic area. Drawing on literature from the related disciplines of business, management, health and education, the known principles can be compared and contrasted with the reality of the themes developed from participant perspectives. While this research was descriptive in nature and the results do not attempt to reconcile problems identified, future research can further explore the resulting themes.
Next Steps and Future Research

Although I feel the results provided a sufficiently rich description of many of the barriers and facilitators to collaboration within health systems in a disaster context, future research should include strategies to addressing gaps in planning and service delivery, knowledge networks for disaster planning, how bureaucratic barriers impede health services delivery in a disaster, and attempting to resolve the tension between the real ideal in terms of policy, planning and performance.

From issues I became aware of through this project and the available literature, I feel that further studies are needed in order to understand competition amongst humanitarian aid organizations. Research into this topic area might help alleviate some of associated problems with competition highlighted in this study, however undertaking study within the context of humanitarian aid or disasters is recognizably challenging, there is an added layer of complexity due to the uncertainty of when and where an event will occur, logistical challenges, and the ethical issues that must be considered and navigated when dealing with especially vulnerable populations.

An interesting observation from the work of this project is that within the published literature there are calls for increased professionalism (Gallardo et al 2015), accountability, data collection and reporting (Zoraster 2010; Gerdin et al. 2010) and adherence to standards within the international humanitarian aid community (Gallardo et al. 2015). The global health cluster was established in 2005 as a means to address gaps and “make the international humanitarian community better organized and more accountable and professional” (WHO website, n.d.). Despite the existence of the health
cluster, one participant acknowledged that many NGOs did not attend meetings or were perhaps even aware of meetings within the field. In Haiti (2010) the international response was poorly coordinated (Devi 2010), and demonstrated many failures discussed earlier in this chapter. Evidently the mechanism meant to prevent this type of failure did not succeed in doing so. In 2013, the World Health Organization’s Global Health Cluster published the document *Classification and Minimum Standards for Foreign Medical Teams in Sudden Onset Disasters* to improve “quality and standardization of surgical trauma care” (Global Health Cluster, 2013, p.11). While the development of the document is a collaborative venture between authors representing their respective organizations, and represents much needed guidance for ensuring quality of care for vulnerable populations affected by disaster, there was still the sense from several participants that much work is needed in terms of overall accountability, transparency of activities and documentation within humanitarian aid in the health sector. An analogy was used by a participant that the international humanitarian community needs to hold hands and jump together in order for real gains to be made, however the collective action imagined has not been realized. Moving forward seemingly requires some degree of collaboration.

**Reflections on the Process**

In terms of my own lessons learned from this research and what I would do differently; (1) I would address recruitment challenges by ideally having a research assistant which would enable scheduling multiple interviews during the conference times,
or at other times when I was unavailable, although not possible in an unfunded Masters project. Perhaps increased availability of a researcher could facilitate increased recruitment, as I outlined schedule conflicts as a primary reason for small sample size. However, it was also very important in learning the work of research by interviewing informants and transcribing the interviews myself, which is the primary objective of a masters thesis. (2) As discussed earlier in limitations, representativeness of perspectives from low and middle income countries would be important to include if I was doing the study again. Although not intentionally excluded, potential study participants included individuals who represented these regions, however I was unable to interview them.

**Conclusions**

This project adds a perspective to the literature that builds on the existing inter-organizational collaboration specific to the context of disasters and health, presented in a pragmatic format intended for policy development and future research. While many of the findings are not new ideas, results that are consistent with what is already known may demonstrate that little has changed in terms of pitfalls of planning or practice in humanitarian contexts or domestic disaster planning. However, these results are also indicative that perhaps there are more gains being made in terms of recognizing the necessity of collaboration in order to achieve positive health outcomes for communities affected by natural disaster; future planning efforts will continue the momentum.
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BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

International disaster and emergency management organizations and individuals who provide health services in international disaster settings have valuable experience and knowledge. We hypothesize that lessons learned from international disaster responses may be applied to the Canadian domestic context, although the research in this area is limited.

The potential for disasters in Canada has been realized, demonstrating the need for effective disaster and emergency preparedness. The system in Canada in has been described by Henstra & McBean (2016) as a “patchwork approach within the Provinces” (p. 14), which is imagined to limit the ability for adequate preparedness and an organized emergency response. Studies surveying the perceptions of provincial trauma centres
(Gomez et al. 2011) and Canadian nurses (O’Sullivan et al. 2008), cite overall impressions of need for improvements in strategic planning.

The purpose of this study is to explore the successes and challenges encountered in international disaster and emergency medicine response and identify the key features of effective systems for disaster and emergency management that could be applicable to the Canadian domestic system.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to inform future Canadian disaster management planning activities. The research question is: What do international disaster and emergency medicine experts identify as key features of an effective national plan for disaster response?

STUDY DESIGN & METHODOLOGY

This is a qualitative study using qualitative description methodology (Sandelowski, 2000, 2010). Sandelowski states that “the value of qualitative description lies not only in the knowledge its use can produce, but also as a vehicle for presenting and treating research methods as living entities that resist simple classification” (2010, p.83). It is a two phase study design beginning with key informant interviews. This current protocol details the first phase; we will seek REB amendment for phase 2 at a later date.

SAMPLING & RECRUITMENT

We will use purposive and snowball sampling in order to recruit a diverse group of participants with various backgrounds and professional involvement in international disaster response. Participants will be recruited in order to represent diverse health care and service provider perspectives (such as primary care physicians, nurses, pharmacists, surgeons, mental health), logistics and communication, operations and management, trainers, academics and experts from stakeholder groups (e.g. Non-government Organizations, Governmental Organizations, and Partners).

We will locate participants through publicly available information and professional networks. Publicly available sources include organizational websites that list names and contact information for people in specific positions, e.g. director of operations of the Canadian Red Cross. They may also include reports or white papers issued by these organizations, public LinkedIn profiles, public lists of members of interest groups, etc. Our research team includes several people who are active in this community. They will circulate our recruitment notice through their professional networks.
All participants will be adults. They are selected for their professional roles in relation to disaster medicine and emergency response management. For example, we will be interested in speaking with people who act in various roles within the domains of health care services delivery, human resources, emergency management, provincial operations, government relations, communications, external partnership management and organization executive. Participants may or may not have a current professional role in this area. For example, they may be retired or have changed careers. If a participant self-identifies as having expertise in this area, they are included in our study.

We will recruit participants until we reach theoretical sufficiency. Sufficiency means the point at which new data will fit into thematic categories established from previously analysed data (Varpio et al. 2017). From past experience, we anticipate that this will occur between 15-30 participants.

We anticipate that many of these people will be attendees at the World Association of Disaster and Emergency Medicine World Congress in Toronto, Ontario. We plan to recruit participants through e-mail circulated prior to the conference. The conference will also serve as an opportunity to conduct in-person interviews.

DATA COLLECTION

Semi structured in-depth interviews will be conducted with these key informants. Interviews will be conducted in person, over telephone or Skype, according to participant preference, and will last 30-60 minutes in duration. All interviews will be audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Some demographic information will be collected (e.g. professional role, years experience in humanitarian setting). In the final report, demographic data will be reported by general role, such as clinician, management or logistics. Demographic data such as country for a specific experience may be linked to a quote, in order to add contextual information. Direct quotes may be described by country or job role.

To protect participant privacy, any identifying information, including name, that appears on the transcript interview will be removed and replaced with a non-identifying placeholder. Personal information will be kept separate from the transcripts, and will only be linked through a coded list which will be stored separately in a locked cabinet in the faculty supervisor’s private office at her workplace. The data will be aggregated during analysis, and no individual person’s comments will be identifiable.

DATA ANALYSIS
We will conduct a descriptive analysis using grounded theory analytical strategies (Charmaz, 2006), including a staged coding strategy consisting of line by line coding, focused coding, and theoretical coding, whereby the data is analyzed descriptively and interpretively. This strategy facilitates constant comparative analysis, whereby the data is analyzed both descriptively and interpretively. Categories and themes identified at each stage of coding are compared, contrasted and re-grouped. Data analysis proceeds concurrently with data collection, with analytical insights informing future collection of data.
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You are being invited to participate in a research study, the purpose of which is to identify the challenges and successes encountered in international disaster and emergency medicine response. You are being asked to participate because of your experience working in international disaster and emergency medicine response. This research is being conducted as part of Laura Davey’s Master’s thesis.

In order to decide if you would like to participate in this research study, you should understand what is involved and the potential risks and benefits. This form gives detailed information about the research study, which will also be discussed with you. Once you understand the study, you will be asked to sign this form if you wish to participate.

What will my responsibilities be if I take part in the study?

Participation in this study involves an individual interview. The interview will take place in person, and be 30 to 60 minutes in length. If you prefer, the interview may take place by telephone or Skype at a time that is convenient for you. We are interested in your experiences in international disaster and emergency response and your thoughts about the knowledge, skills, attributes and capacities that are needed for an effective response system.
What are the potential harms, risks or discomforts?

It is not likely that there will be any harms or discomfort associated with this study. You may experience discomfort when discussing past experiences, depending upon the nature of these experiences. You do not need to answer questions that you do not want to answer or that make you feel uncomfortable. You can end the interview at any time. We describe below the steps we are taking to protect your privacy.

What are the potential benefits for me and/or society?

Although the research may not benefit you directly, we hope to learn more about the characteristics of effective disaster response and emergency systems internationally, through your experiences. We hope that stakeholders in the domestic system may use the results to inform strategic planning in health services delivery, preparedness, and organizational structure and partnerships for an effective disaster and emergency medicine response system.

What information will be kept private?

Your data will not be shared with anyone except with your consent or required by law. To protect your privacy, any identifying information, including your name, that appears on the transcript interview will be removed and replaced with a non-identifying placeholder. Your personal information will be kept separate from the transcripts, and will only be able to be linked to the transcripts through a coded list which will be stored separately in a locked cabinet in the faculty supervisor’s private office at her workplace. Once your data collection is complete, we will destroy any record of your personal information (such as name, phone number, professional title). Demographic information about the participants (e.g. role, number of years of experience) will only be reported in aggregate form.

The audio-recordings of the interviews, the de-identified transcripts, and consent forms will be kept secure. The electronic materials will be kept encrypted and stored on a password–protected computer. Audio recordings will be destroyed after 5 years.

Can participation in this study end early?

Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you decide to be part of the study, you can decide to withdraw, at any time, even after signing the consent form or part-way through the interview. If you do not want to answer some of the questions you do not have to, and you can still be in the study. If you choose to withdraw, please email the student investigator, Laura Davey (daveyl1@mcmaster.ca). Please note that once you have completed an interview, it may not be possible to remove your information from the analysis. However, no direct quotes will be used from your data.
Information about the Study Results

We expect to have this study completed by approximately May, 2018. If you would like a brief summary of the results, please let us know how you would like it sent to you.

Questions about the Study

If you have questions or need more information about the study itself, please contact the student investigator at:

Laura Davey
Health Science Education Masters program
McMaster University
807-621-7346
daveyl1@mcmaster.ca

Or the faculty supervisor:

Meredith Vanstone, PhD
Department of Family Medicine
McMaster University
905-525-9140 ext. 22113
vanstomg@mcmaster.ca

This study has been reviewed by the Hamilton Integrated Research Ethics Board (HiREB). The HiREB is responsible for ensuring that participants are informed of the risks associated with the research, and that participants are free to decide if participation is right for them. If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, please call the Office of the Chair, HiREB, at 905.521.2100 x 42013

CONSENT

Participant:

I have read the preceding information thoroughly. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and all of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in the study. I understand that I will receive a signed copy of this form.

Name of Participant (Printed)                Signature                Date
**Person Obtaining Consent:**

I have discussed the study in detail with the participant. I believe the participant understands what is involved in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Role (Printed)</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Appendix 2.E

Key Features of an Effective National Plan for Disaster Response
Informed by International Expertise

Interview Guide

[Pre-amble. This is a research study about gaining insights from people with disaster and emergency management experience internationally in order to identify the key features of effective systems that might be useful in Canada. I’m going to ask you some questions about …. There are no right or wrong answers, we are interested in your thoughts and experiences. Feel free to skip any question you don’t feel comfortable answering. We can stop at any time…. Now, before we begin, I want to talk about how we will keep your identity confidential. We won’t report any individual demographic data. For instance, we won’t say that the Chief Operations Officer of the Canadian Red Cross from 2002-2010 participated this research. We will only report high level information in aggregate, e.g. that 10 clinicians, 3 infrastructure experts and 7 managers participated and they represented Canada, Norway, the US and the UK, and they had a median 18 years of experience. Does that sound ok?

1. To start, could you tell me a bit about your experience with international disaster and emergency management?
   a. What type of roles? In what countries?
   b. What level of experience?
   c. (Phase) Planning vs response
   d. How long?

2. As you know, we are interested in identifying some of the key features of national systems of disaster preparedness and response. Is there a country that sticks out to you as having an excellent system? What is it about that system that makes it excellent to you?
   a. Are they equally well prepared for all types of hazards?
   b. What do they do differently or uniquely from other countries?
   c. Is there anything you don’t think they do well?

3. Now I'll ask the reverse- can you think of a high resource country that has a poorly prepared system? What is it about that system that is weak?

4. Think about a particular disaster or emergency that you have been involved in. What went well about the response in that instance?

5. What went poorly?
   Can you tell me how that differed from your expectation?
6. What do you think government or legislators can do to prepare for disaster response in countries that have significant resources?
7. What do you think the role of clinicians is?
8. What other groups have responsibility for disaster preparedness and response? What is their role?
9. How do you think governments make decisions about when and how to bring in additional resources?
10. Now, is there anything you feel is important from your experiences that you would like to add?
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Key Features of an Effective National Plan for Disaster Response
Informed by International Expertise

Interview Guide Version 2

[Pre-amble. This is a research study about gaining insights from people with disaster and emergency management experience internationally in order to identify the key features of effective systems that might be useful in Canada. I’m going to ask you some questions about …. There are no right or wrong answers, we are interested in your thoughts and experiences. Feel free to skip any question you don’t feel comfortable answering. We can stop at any time…. Now, before we begin, I want to talk about how we will keep your identity confidential. We won’t report any individual demographic data. For instance, we won’t say that the Chief Operations Officer of the Canadian Red Cross from 2002-2010 participated this research. We will only report high level information in aggregate, e.g. that 10 clinicians, 3 infrastructure experts and 7 managers participated and they represented Canada, Norway, the US and the UK, and they had a median 18 years of experience. Does that sound ok?]

1. To start, could you tell me a bit about your experience with disaster and emergency management?
   a. What type of roles? In what countries?
   b. What level of experience?
   c. (Phase) Planning vs response
   d. How long?

2. As you know, we are interested in identifying What successful collaborations between governments and NGOs following a natural disaster look like. Could you tell me about an effective collaboration you have participated in between agencies? It doesn’t matter if your experience was in planning or response; I’m interested in hearing about what effective collaboration between agencies looks like.
   a. What made it successful? How do you define success in this context?
   b. What did the leadership structure look like in this example?
   c. Did each agency participate equally in all activities? If not who led what aspects?
   d. Did you have a sense of which plans were formal or informal? (roadmap vs. self-organizing)
3. Think about a particular disaster or emergency that you have been involved in. Was your organization’s needs assessment in the medical response the same as the government’s assessment? If not, what was in disagreement?

4. What plans are currently in place for future partnerships?
   a. How are they developed and updated?
   b. How do people within an organization understand the capacities and resources of the partnering organization?

5. What does good communication look like? How can we plan for this?

6. What kind of personnel expertise is needed that is different from day to day operations?

7. How does trust influence collaboration in a disaster response?

8. From your experience, what feature of your team was important for a strong health systems response?

9. Based on challenges you have experienced in the past, how would you advise organizations to change or modify their disaster planning in the future?

10. If you were stuck in an elevator with your Minister of Health or a top government official capable of influencing disaster planning in your country, what advice would you give them?

11. Are there any components that you feel were important in delivering a strong medical response that I have not asked about? / Is there anything that I haven’t asked you that you feel is important?
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RECRUITMENT E-MAIL

Recruitment e-mail: WADEM Congress for Disaster and Emergency Medicine 2017
To be sent from contact from conference organization or professional organization

Subject: Share your experiences in international disaster or emergency response

Dear (group name – such as WCDEM 2017 attendee or professional group member):

Do you have experience and/or expertise in disaster management or as part of an international disaster and emergency response team? If so, we would like to invite you to participate in a research study that aims to understand the key features of effective disaster and emergency responses internationally that could be used to inform the Canadian disaster and emergency response system. We’d like to interview you about your experiences. The interview will be completely confidential and can be conducted in person during the WADEM Congress on Disaster and Emergency Medicine in Toronto, Canada between April 25-30, 2017, or at another time of your choice by telephone or Skype. The interview will ask you about your experiences and some of your feelings about successful teams, organizations, systems and planning during international disaster and emergency response.

This study is part of a Master’s thesis, and is not a part of the WCDEM program. It is entirely voluntary and interview data will not be shared with anyone outside of the research team. Please see the attached information letter about how your information and ideas will be kept safe and confidential.

If you are interested in participating, please contact the student investigator at: daveyl1@mcmaster.ca or 807-621-7346

You may also contact Dr. Meredith Vanstone or Dr. Lynda Redwood-Campbell with questions you might have,

Investigators:

Principal Investigator:
Meredith Vanstone, PhD
Department of Family Medicine
McMaster University
Hamilton, ON, Canada
E-mail: vanstomg@mcmaster.ca
905-525-9140 ext22113

Student Investigator:
Laura Davey, RN, CPN(C)
Health Sciences Education
McMaster University
Hamilton, ON, Canada
E-mail: daveyl1@mcmaster.ca
807-621-7346

Co-Investigator:
Lynda Redwood-Campbell, MD, FCFP, DTMH, MPH
Department of Family Medicine
McMaster University
Hamilton, ON, Canada
Email: redwood@mcmaster.ca
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Table 2: Suggestions for Improving Inter-organizational Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Category 1 - Necessary Aspects of Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Cohesive disaster planning is needed at national and local level, with the recognition of what is needed by an organization that deals with more frontline operations, yet is not gaining traction or generating results.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Attending to regional vulnerabilities – specialized planning is needed for rural or underserviced areas. Resources are concentrated in urban areas, and not always proportional to risk, during a disaster existing resources are often relied upon until outside assistance is brought in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Planning should involve clinicians – health care personnel should be engaged in development of disaster plans, not solely relied upon to provide services when needed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Formalized planning processes in collaboration with those with expertise.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Financial incentives are needed to ensure planning is complete. There is often variability in the preparedness of individual hospitals and local systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 Working through logistical issues before they happen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7 Removing bureaucratic barriers to health services delivery was discussed as important for operations in a disaster in that sometimes requirements and expectations for health care provider qualifications and licensure can be a barrier to mobility in disaster contexts at state levels.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Category 2 – Activities to enhance inter-organizational collaboration (Removing Barriers to Collaboration) |
| 2.1 Recognition of everyone having a role in the planning rather than simply as providers in the context of a disaster. |
| 2.2 Physical meetings |
| 2.3 Planning joint exercises. |
| 2.4 Formalize informal network structure. |
| 2.5 Invest in collaboration – offering joint project funding, providing financial incentives for collaboration, devote time and space for collaborative work. |
| 2.6 Political barriers limit utilization of resources and expertise. |
| 2.7 Successful collaboration on a small level relates to the larger level. |

| Category 3 – Knowledge sharing for health |

3.1 Meaningful data collection is needed for health service delivery activities and outcomes in disaster contexts.

3.2 Emphasize transparency of activities to increase accountability.

3.3 Knowing where to locate trustworthy information is a challenge – confusion exists about how and where to access information and how it is being managed.

3.4 Quality of evidence reviews related to disaster context needed – in development

3.5 International organizations have expertise and knowledge useful for planning domestic activities.

3.6 Accessible and evidence informed, quality tools for clinicians needed for decision making in the field.

3.7 Clinical knowledge is region specific – when working outside local area, recognition and knowledge of health issues of that population is necessary.

**Category 4 – Decision making priorities**

4.1 Decisions should be based on actual health needs of people (not funding, public pressure or political factors).

4.2 Timeliness in making a decision despite having limited information is key.

4.3 Understanding the essence of the issue is key to addressing it.

4.4 A systematic approach based on evidence.

4.5 Resources and priorities change with governments.

4.6 Individuals who lead organizations determine priorities.

**Category 5 – Attending to educational requirements of health care personnel**

5.1 Adaptation training is needed. Moving from a context with an abundance of resources to scarcity of resources presents difficulty in practice, including clinical decision making.

5.2 Managing ethical dilemmas should be approached prior to an actual disaster, with supports available during an event.

5.3 Clinicians need to be prepared to work more independently, outside comfort level, as health services delivery in a disaster context can be a different structure than they are accustomed to.

5.4 Individual perception of preparedness is important for health services delivery. Simulation training, scenarios and exercises are strategies that might be used to enhance feelings of preparedness.

**Category 6 – Clearly articulated health system governance structure**

6.1 A clear chain of command is needed for quick activation.

6.2 Attempts to resolve jurisdictional issues prior to an event is a part of effective planning.
Category 7 – Enhanced communication strategies

7.1 Important information should be easy to share.
7.2 Distributed nature of communications needs require technologies to support this.
7.3 There is a need for an accepted common language.
7.4 Jargon complicates understanding and creates a barrier to engagement, segregating aspects that should be integrated.
7.5 Effective communication follows an established process.

Category 8 – Formalized process and policy work to strengthen system

8.1 Policies, frameworks, memorandums of understanding can aide to ensure continuity of core values as individuals change roles.
8.2 Standards, guidelines and protocols enhance decision making, aide successes and can prevent inappropriate activities through defined accountabilities.
8.3 Systems require testing to identify gaps and vulnerabilities.